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New polling
station set
for New
Providence
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Voters in Calloway's New
Providence precinct will cast
ballots at a new polling station
during this year's May Primary
and
November
General
Election.
The Calloway County Board
of Elections voted Wednesday
to move the location from the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
substation on Goldenrod Road
to Locust Grove Baptist Church
at 1871 Locust Grove Road.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr.
and board members Dottie
Lyons, Dave Foley and Chief
Sheriffs
Deputy
Clayton
Hendricks toured the church
before the vote.
Coursey said the change was
necessary because the fire substation would require changes
to bring it up to specs to meet
tate and federal guidelines for
parking, handicapped accessibility and other factors.
- "It would have to have some
work done to it and I didn't
want to have to put them
through that," Coursey said.
The church already meets the
regulations and provides plenty
of parking, a regulation handicapped ramp and other amenities required. Rev. Ryker
MI See
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Finance committee reviews future needs
Melton
CPA addresses
committee

City of Murray
continues series
of meetings
designed to
look at ways of
addressing
balancing budget

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray Finance/Personnel
Committee discussed the need to
avoid dipping into its reserve fund
to
balance
future
budgets
Wednesday night at the second of a
series of meetings to put together
the 2010-2011 budget.
The committee heard a report
from Certified Public Account Rick
Melton, who showed them a comparison of departmental budgets

and the overall general fund budgets from 2004 to 2009. Director of
Administration Matt Mattingly said
that most of the times the reserve
fund had been used to balance the
budget, it was for capital projects.
He said the current year had
$400,000 budgeted for capital,
$200,000 of which was for designs
for a future Public Safety Building.
Committee
member Robert
Billington Jr. said he thought it was
important that the council budget

los

said they believe no personal data was
affected and remained secure.
"We don't believe that any data stored
on workstations was lost or accessed by
unauthorized persons, but the machines
which were affected are not yet restored
to operation," Dowdy said.
While no personal information was
affected, schools had to improvise to corn-

11 See Page 2

II See Page 2

Daft Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday _Partly
sunny.
Highs in the mid 70s.
Thursday
night...Partly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 50s.
Friday. .Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in
the uppier 70s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 60s.
Saturday. Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 70s,
night. Mostly
Saturday
cloudy with a 40 percent
chance of showers and thun-
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
EARTH DAY: To kick off Earth Day 2010 activities, Molly Runyon, member of the Murray Environmental Student Society
and Murray State University senior wildlife biology major from St. James, Mo., sets up a table with information about public transportation while recycling bins await donations in the background.

Computer glitch disrupts local schools

60s

•See Page 2

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
It's that time of year again.
Vehicle license taxes - or city
stickers - can now be purchased
at City Hall and are due May I.
As approved by the city council
last year for the 2009-2010
budget, the price for a regular
vehicle has gone up approximately 42.8 percent from $35 to
$50. The price of a sticker for a
motorcycle is $25, said City
Clerk Harla McClure.
The stickers must be purchased by the end of May to
avoid additional fees. On June 1,
the price will increase by SO percent to $75 and will double from
the onginal price on July I to
$100.
McClure said that anyone who
lives or works in the city is
expected to buy a sticker to
place on their vehicle. For city
residents, this means every car
they own must have a sticker.
For people who only work in the
city, a sticker should be placed
on any vehicle that a person
drives to work. If he or she owns
more than one vehicle, the person is expected to purcha.se a
sticker for any vehicle driven to
work on a semi-regular basis.
even if it is only a couple of
times a month. The fine for noncompliance is $50.
McClure said she has already
seen an overwhelming response

WEATHER
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according to their actual revenue.
He said he believed they should not
only look at cuts, but consider
doing efficiency studies to see if the
city is spending money where it
doesn't need to.
Although Melton said property
assessments had increased in the
city from $493,621,028 in 2004 to
$673,583,011 in 2009 - or about
36.5 percent - Dan Miller said this

McClure says
city stickers
now available
at City Hall
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Wnter
Both local school districts had to improvise yesterday after a glitch with antivirus
software caused problems across the
nation.
According to AP reports, McAfee. Inc..
confirmed that a software update posted
yesterday morning caused some computers to identify a normal Windows file as a
threat.

"I was in a regional meeting when
everyone's cell phones started going off,"
said Rusty Back, chief information officer
at the Murray Independent School
District.
Back said he had school employees turn
computers off immediately to avoid any
potential issues, which he said probably
saved a lot of work. Both Back and David
Dowdy, public information coordinator
for the Calloway County School District,

Obama keeps up pressure
for financial overhaul
By DARLENE SUPERVILLE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Barack Obama is
taking his argument for
stronger oversight of the
financial industry to the place
where the economic meltdown
began. Without change on
Wall Street, he says. America
is doomed to repeat the past.
In a speech Thursday at New
York's Cooper Union college,
in the shadow of Wall Street.
Obama was outlining the need
for legislation imposing new
financial regulations and
explaining the risks of doing
nothing.
The president also was calling on Wall Street to join --

not fight —
the overhaul
effort.
Obama
spoke
at
Cooper
Union as a
presidential
candidate in
March 2008
°bum
and decried
practices that
he said too often rewarded
financial manipulation instead
of productivity and sound
business practices.
"I take no satisfaction in noting that my comments have
largely been borne out by the

IN See Page 3

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
PIECE BY PIECE: Blake Molloy pulls apart pieces of wood this week from a house on south
12th Street. He was disassembling the structure for lumber. Sherrie Catlett, one of the owners of the property, said the house was badly damaged during the ice storm of 2009 and
they opted to tear it down rather than restore it.
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II Stickers...

Kentucky

From Front

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger

& Times
MAKING A SPLASH: The Clark College/Organization Communic
ation Department Heroes
Team held a "dunk your professor" booth Wednesday to raise
funds for the Amencan Red
Cross. Pictured, Dave Gesler, associate professor of organizat
ional communication, takes a
dive into the dunk tank after a student threw a baseball
at the target. The team raised just
over $100 during the event.

QuiKers like new Paducah dome for quilt show
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) - The first quilt show in
Paducah's new inflatable dome appears to be a
hit.
The 26th annual American Qui!ter's Society
Show & Contest opened Wednesday and runs
through Saturday in the new venue. The show
was previously held at the Executive Inn.
The Paducah Sun reported some minor temperature control problems on the first day and city
Park Services Director Mark Thompson said it

was something of a "shakedown cruise" for the
structure.
Bill Shroeder, a co-founder of the show, said
the new dome meant "everything in the world" to
the event.
Visitor Marcia Taschenberger of Sweetwater,
Tenn., said the dome was a marked improvement
over what she called "the old hotel with the
scummy swimming pool."

Town Crier

II Finance committee...
From Front
had not been enough to make up
for the increases in the expenditures in the police and fire stations. He said the city had been
talking about building a Public
Safety Building for at least five
years and that any recovery in
the economy would not create
enough funding to complete the
building without grants or other
revenue. He said the city's goals
with the budgets in the years

ahead shouldn't be simply to
stand still, but consider how the
city needs to grow.
Jason Pittman said he wanted
some more detailed reports
about how the city's money had
been spent. He said he puzzled
by how they had gotten to where
they are because a lot of deficit
spending in 2008-2009 could be
explained by justifiable capital
expenditures like dealing with
the ice storm. Committee

Chairman Bill Wells said the
city was still waiting for reimbursement from the Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency and that it would be
hard to make decisions with this
year's budget not knowing how
much of that would come back
to them and when.
The next Finance Committee
meeting will be at 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday and will deal with the
city's utility fund.

II Computer glitch...
From Front

CEO was flown in to
Lexington to work on the problem.
"It's currently a manual fix,"
Back said.
"With a problem this widespread, we expect some guidance and help with repairs from
the State very soon," Dowdy
said.
AP reports said the issue also
fly

plete tasks ordinarily done on
computer. Attendence was taken
on paper, cafeteria purchases
had to be written down and
Dowdy said some payroll was
delayed but put back on track
quickly once some computers
were available again.
Back said he heard the compa
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impacted about 1,000 government computers including those
in the finance, health and family
services, tourism and transportation cabinets and the
Department
for
Local
Government. The Kentucky
State Police and some city
police departments also were
affected.

Providence ...

From Front
Wilson, pastor of the church,
said parishioners would be honored to allow the county to use
the facility and the move was
approved. Letters will be sent to
registered voters in the precinct

from people buying the stickers. She said the city has put
some green order forms inside
utility bills, which some have
told her made it very convenient to buy the stickers. The
clerk's office inside City Hall is
open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., but
people may also purchase them
by sending a payment for however many stickers they need to
the city clerk at 104 North Fifth
St. with a return address or by
leaving a payment in the drop
box on the south side of the
building. Each vehicle owner
should leave the following
information: Name and address,
the year, make and model of the
car and the license plate number. Only cash or checks will be
accepted.
Murray Calloway County
Chamber
of
Commerce
Executive Director Lance
Allison said the organization
was reminding all their members to get their employees to
buy the stickers, whether they
are full-time or part-time. Since
the chamber conducted a survey
recently that showed a great
deal of opposition to a city payroll tax, members should do
whatever they can to make sure
employees are compliant, he
said.
"One of the things a lot of
people said (in the survey) was
that this wouldn't be a problem
if they would just enforce the
city stickers,- he said. "Well,
here's their chance to enforce
it."

notifying them of the change.
The primary election is set for
Tuesday, May 18 from 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. Locust Grove Road is
located off Ky. 121 South. For
more information, contact the
county clerk's office at 7533923.

Read the Want Ads Daily

NOTICE
• The Murray Public
Safety Committee will meet
at 6 tonight (Thursday) at
City Hall and the regular
City Council meeting will follow at 6:30.
The
Public
Safety
Committee wiil discuss the
parking on Olive Boulevard
with the traffic control committee and will later make a
recommendation to the
council. The council will vote
on first readings of ordinances stemming from the
last meeting regarding parking on Hughes and North
15th streets. The council will
also hear reports from the
Finance/Personnel
Committee and the Health
Insurance Committee.
There will also be a first
reading of an ordinance to
amend the budget to include
the purchase of a new
$87,000 directional drill for
the Natural Gas System.
Another ordinance will be to
adopt a Municipal Aid Co-op
Program contract between
and
the
Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet and
Department of Rural and
Municipal Aid for the next
fiscal year to accept all
streets referred
to in
Kentucky Revised Statutes
as part of the incorporated
city.
The council will meet in
closed session to discuss
pending litigation at the end
of the meeting.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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ATTENTION

Lancaster man killed in home fire
LANCASTER. Ky ( AP) — A central Kentucky man has been
killed in a house fire.
WKYT-TV reported the death of 57-year-old Danny Cates of
Lancaster.
The station said the Garrard County coroner confirmed Cates.
identity and said the fire broke out Wednesday night.
Cates is a former volunteer firefighter and used to work as a
mechanic for the local school system.

Poll workers needed in Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's secretary of state says
poll workers are still needed across the state to work for May's
primary election.
Trey Grayson says in a news release poll workers, also called
precinct election officers, are paid $60 per election as well as
mileage and reimbursement for mandatory training.
Poll workers must be 18 at the time of the election. They must
be qualified voters, cannot have changed party affiliations one
year prior to the appointment and cannot be a candidate or the
spouse, parent, brother, sister or child of a candidate who is to be
voted for in the election.
Kentucky's primary election is May 18.
On the Net: http://electly.gov/precinct+election+officerhtm

Ky. women still behind in pay
LOUISVILLE, Ky:.(AP)--The Kentucky Commission on
Women has released a report showing the state ranks third from
the bottom in the nation regarding women's economic progress.
The updated "Overview of Women" also places Kentucky fourth
from the bottom for women's health and well-being.
The report released Wednesday says Kentucky women still fall
below the national average in median annual earnings and there
continues to be a disproportionate number of women living in
poverty.
The report also looks at sex discrimination complaints. In the
last decade, the state Human Rights Commission has received
more than 800 complaints based on sex.
The report says women made almost all of these complaints, and
94 percent of the complaints alleged sex/gender discrimination in
the workplace.

Fort Campbell soldier to get Silver Star

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) — A Fort Campbell soldier will
receive a Silver Star for helping to save the life of a wounded soldier in Afghanistan.
Sgt. 1st Class John I. Smith Jr. will be presented with the award
during a ceremony Thursday. The Silver Star is the third highest
award given for valor in the face of the enemy.
The 34-year-old soldier is an infantryman with Troop C, 1st
Battalion, 61st Cavalry Regiment, 4th Brigade Combat Team,
101st Airborne Division.
According to the award citation. Smith ignored incoming fire
and killed two insurgents, leading to the rescue of the stranded
soldier in August 2008.

Prank gone awry nets charges for 3 teens

MCKEE, Ky.(AP)-- A prank gone awry has led to charges that
three high school students tried to push one of their friends off a
cliff, state police said Wednesday.
A local prosecutor issued arrest warrants charging two I8-yearold women and a 17-year-old girl with the kidnapping and
attempted murder of their friend, Cheyenne Williams, said
Kentucky State Trooper John Hawkins.
Williams' family filed a criminal complaint with Jackson County
Attorney George Hays over the incident Friday, and the girl's
mother says her daughter was attacked because she is gay.
Kentucky State Police, however, determined the incident was not
a hate crime.
"It began as a prank of some sort," Hawkins said. "It definitely
is not a hate crime."
Troopers served the arrest warrants, but it's not clear what
charges the three suspects will ultimately face, Hawkins said.

Ohio River cleaner, but progress slows

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API — As the country- celebrates the 40th
anniversary of Earth Day, experts and river users say fish and
boaters have returned to the cleaner, fresher-smelling Ohio River.
"I believe the biggest myth is that it's dirty, it's nasty, that
it's
got feces in it that you wouldn't even dream of going in the
river,"
said Louisvillian George McCarver, who spends time jumping
waves on the river from a personal watercraft. "It's not got
big
turds in it. There are no floating syringes. Sometimes it gets
blue."
The Courier-Journal of Louisville reported Wednesday that
environmentalists credit most the progress in the water quality to
the
two decades immediatly following the Clean Water Act
of 1972.
The act was prompted into passage after that first Earth Day,
when
Congress saw how passionate Americans were about saving the
environment.
Cities along the banks and within the Ohio River basin
began
removing contaminant from the sewage before releasing it
into the
water and industries stopped indiscriminantly dumping
toxic
chemicals in to the mix as well.
Health authorities still caution that anyone who swims in the
river should bathe afterward and people should limit the amount
of fish they eat from the Ohio.
Bowling Green attorney and former EPA official LaJuana
S.
Witcher said that further improvement will depend on cleaning up
the Ohio's 50,000 miles of tributaries.
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MHS & CCHS
CLASS OF 2010
It's time for the Murray Ledger & Times
Senior Class of 2010 Special Section.
If you would like to be included in this special section and DID NOT have
your senior picture made by the school senior picture photographer, please
take a current picture of yourself to your high school office. Please list your
full name. school and phone number on the back of the picture.

DEADLINE APRIL 279 2010

PRIU
Largemouth Bass
$0.90
Bluegill
$0.30
Hybrid Blueglii
$0.35
Channel Catfish
$0.35
Grass Carp (triploid=sterile)
$9.00
Fathead Minnows (per pound)
$7.50
CALL US NOW TO RESERVE YOUR FISH!
Dan & Jenny Fagin at www.greenwaterfishfarm.c
orn
Milan. TN • 731-662-7449 or FAX 731-662-7127
Our fish trucks will be at: SATURDA`LAPH11.24,
2010
8:00-10:00 a.m.
12:30-2:00 p.m.
FALDER'S
TRACTOR SUPPLY CO.
Hwy. 62 W., Princeton, KY
610 N. 12th St., Murray, KY
(270) 365-3031
(270) 753-5288
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Air search
•Financial overhaul...
resumes for From Front
11 missing
in oil rig blast

Both political parties agree
that an overhaul is in order, but
events that followed," Obama Senate Republicans
are insisting
said in excerpts of his prepared on changes to the
bill. All 41
remarks for Thursday. which the Senate Republicans
signed a letWhite House released several ter last week saying
they would
hours before the speech.
block the measure.
"But I repeat what I said then
Republicans contend that
because it is essential that we Democratic plans
to create a
learn the lessons of this crisis, $50 billion fund, paid
for by the
so we don't doom ourselves to industry, to help unwind
failing
repeat it. And make no mistake, institutions would
encourage
that is exactly what will happen Wall Street banks to
take risks
if we allow this moment to pass and to expect future
bailouts.
-- an outcome that is unaccept- Democrats say the
fund would
able to me and to the American lead to bankruptcy,
riot rescue.
people," he said.
The Obama administration does
The sweeping regulation, rep- not support the fund and
would
resenting the broadest attempt not object to its being
removed
to overhaul the U.S. financial from the bill.
system since the 1930s. aims to
At the same time, Senate
prevent
another
crisis. Banking Committee Chairman
Democrats are preparing to Chris Dodd. D-Conn., and
Sen.
bring the Senate version of the Richard Shelby of Alabama,
the
bill up for debate, but solid GOP panel's top Republican,
have
opposition has complicated the been trying to negotiate a
comeffort. The House passed its ver- promise measure that could
win
sion of the bill in December.
GOP support.
The bills would create a mechDemocrats have accused
anism for liquidating large, Senate Republican leader Mitch
interconnected financial firms McConnell of Kentucky of aidthat are so big that their sudden ing efforts by the financial
collapse could shake the econo- industry and others to fend off
my. At the height of the crisis in the attempt to impose tighter
2008. the Bush administration regulation.
and the Federal Reserve were
Obama said Thursday that he
forced to provide billions of tax- believes in the power of a free
payer dollars to prop up the market, but that in a 21st centugiant
insurer
American ry economy there no longer is a
International Group Inc., sever- dividing line between Main
al banks and various financial Street and Wall Street. That
institutions considered too big means decisions made in corpoto fail. The moves were highly rate boardrooms can have lastunpopular with voters.
ing effects on decisions made
The bills als,), for the first around kitchen tables, he said.
time, would impose oversight
"A free market was never
on the market for derivatives — meant to be a free license to take
complicated financial instru- whatever you can get, however
ments whose value is derived you can get it," Obama said in
from the value of other invest- remarks identical to those in his
ments. The measures also would speech two years ago.
create a council to detect threats
"That is what happened too
to the broader financial system often in the years leading up to
and establish a consumer pro- the crisis," he said. "Some on
tection agency to police con- Wall Street forgot that behind
sumers' dealings with banks and every dollar traded or leveraged,
other financial institutions.
there is family looking to buy a
The
Senate
Agriculture house, pay for an education,
Committee on Wednesday open a business or save for
approved a bill by its chair- retirement. What happens here
woman, Sen. Blanche Lincoln, has real consequences across
D-Ark., to limit banks' ability to our country.trade derivatives and to make ' New York Mayor Michael
such transactions more open. Bloomberg was expected in the
Lincoln's proposal is more audience of approximately 7(X)
sweeping than those offered by financial industry leaders, conthe Obama administration and sumer advocates, presidential
the House, but it is expected to advisers, local officials stubecome part of the Senate finan- dents, faculty and others for
cial overhaul bill.
Obama's speech.

By CAIN BURDEAU
and KEVIN McGILL
Associated Press Writers
PORT FOURCHON, La.
(AP) — The Coast Guard
resumed the aerial search
Thursday morning for II workers who went missing after a
massive explosion aboard an
oil platform off the Louisiana
coast.
As helicopters and cutters
searched the waters, the fire at
the oil rig continued to burn.
About I(X) workers had made
it to a supply boat after the
blast, then were plucked from
the Gulf of Mexico by Coast
Guard rescuers. After a slowmoving trek across the waters,
the workers finally made it
ashore at Port Fourchon earlier
Thursday where they were
checked by doctors and
brought to a hotel in suburban
New Orleans to awaiting relatives.
At the hotel, one worker said
he was asleep on the rig when
the explosion happened, was
awakened by alarms and
scrambled to get on a life boat.
-I've been working offshore
25 years and I've never seen
, anything like this before," said
, the man, who like other workers at the hotel, declined to give
his name.
The rig, where exploratory
drilling was being done about
. 50 miles off the coast of
Louisiana, exploded
late
Tuesday, sending workers scurrying for safety. Seventeen people were injured in the blast and
taken to hospitals, four critically, in what could be one of the
nation's deadliest offshore
drilling accidents of the past
half-century.
The rig is owned by
Transocean Ltd. and was under
contract to oil giant BP.
Authorities could not say
when the flames might die out
on the 4(X)-by-250-foot rig,
which is roughly twice the size
of a football field, according
the Transocean's website. A
column of boiling black smoke
rose hundreds of feet over the
Gulf of Mexico as fireboats
shot streams of water at the
-..blaze. Officials said the damage to the environment
,appeared minimal so far.
Adrian Rose. vice president
Staff Report
of Transocean, said the explosion appeared to be a blowout,
NEW CONCORD, Ky. in which natural gas or oil
Kentucky State Police have
forces its way up a well pipe
charged two New Concord resiand smashes the equipment. dents with several meth-related
charges.
But precisely what went wrong
.was under investigation.
On
Wednesday,
KSP
A total of 126 workers were
Detective Donald Bowman,
. aboard. Seventy-nine were
obtained a search warrant for an
Transocean workers, six were
address on Newman Road in
BP employees and 41 were
Calloway County. Upon execucontracted. The Coast Guard
tion of the search warrant,
police said they found an active
said the 17 taken by air or sea
methamphetamine lab, several
to hospitals suffered burns, broken legs and smoke inhalation.
precursors used to manufacture
One of the deadliest U.S. offmethamphetamine, a quantity of
shore drilling accidents was in
finished
methamphetamine
product, marijuana and drug
1964, when a catamaran-type
paraphernalia.
drilling barge operated by Pan
- American Petroleum Corp.
KSP reported they then took
near Eugene Island, about 80 Jeremy S. Bates and Robin J.
Kirkland-Bates, both 35, into
miles off Louisiana, suffered a
blowout and explosion while
custody. Both were charged
drilling a well. Twenty-one
with three counts of controlled
substance Endangerment to a
crew members died. The deadChild in the fourth degree.
liest offshore drilling explosion
Manufacturing
'• Was in 1988 about 120 miles
Methamphetamine, Possession
off Aberdeen. Scotland, in
of a Controlled Substance in the
which 167 men were killed.
first degree (first offense -

KYSER LOUGH I Ledger & Times
BALLET MOVES: Students in Ross Kelley's history and appreciation
of visual and performing arts class at Calloway County High School were recently
paid a visit by Chelsea
Summerville, a freshman undeclared major at Murray State University
from Murray.
Summerville taught basic ballet moves to the class as part of their
studies.

CenturyTel to buy Qwest in $10.6B stock swap
By PETER SVENSSON
AP Technology Writer
NEW
YORK (API —
CenturyTel Inc., the country's
fifth-largest local-phone company, said Thursday that it will buy
Qwest
Communications
International Inc., the thirdlargest, in a stock swap worth
$10.6 billion to gain the benefits
of scale in a shrinking business.

eft/

The combination would have
about 18 million phone lines
serving customers in 37 states.
but would still be dwarfed by
AT&T Inc. and
Verizon
Communications Inc. It would
be based at CenturyTel's headquarters in Monroe, La., rather
than in Denver. where Qwest is
based.
The number of landlines in the
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
NOW OPEN FOR THE SEASON!

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed Mondays
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-5496

taxgrIC

Two face local meth-related charges

medical

reserve
corps

Methamphetamine ), Possession
of Marijuana. and Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia in the first
degree. Both where lodged in
the Calloway County Jail. Also
residing in the residence were
three juveniles who were in
immediate danger due to.exposure to hazardous chemicals, the
KSP reported.
Calloway
County
EMS
responded to the scene to provide care to the juveniles. They
were then transported to
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital for observation. Det.
Bowman was assisted on the
scene by Sgt. Sam Steger. Det.
Cory Jessup, KSP Trooper
Trevor Pervine, KSP Trooper
Brad Ramsey, KSP Trooper
Russell Boyd, Deputy Steve
Holland with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department,
Calloway County EMS and the
Calloway County Cabinet for
Health and Family Services.
The investigation is continuing by Detective Donald
Bowman.

Kentucky Region One Medical Reserve
Corps is seeking medical and non-medical
volunteers in Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.

To join Region One Medical Reserve Corps and KHELPS,
register at https://khelps.chfs.lcy.gov.
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

SURVIVOR
000411VM

Who knows more about
cancer than you?
There are over 9 million cancer survivors alive
today in the United States. Please join the
American Cancer Society Relay For.'Life survivors
ceremony and share your strength with others
who are facing the journey through cancer.
Call 1.800.ACS.2345 today.

Your involvement can change a life!

In times of need Kentucky HELPS!!

1916

U.S. shrinks by about 10 percent
per year as consumers chose tc
rely on their wireless phones 01
service from cable companies.
The fourth-largest provider of
landline phone service in the
country, by number of subscribers, is now cable company
Comcast Corp.

Free training for health professionals and lay volunteers
willing to volunteer in public health emergencies or disasters.

•
RELAY
FOR LIFE

Kentucky Region One MRC — a joint effort of Purchase District and
Marshall County Health Departments
270-247-1490
270-527-1496
Upcoming free training with nursing CEU's — May 22, 2010 in Bowling Green

Friday, April 30, 2010
Stewart Stadium

Survivors register for your
activities at 5:30
on the night of Relay
at the Survivor Tent.
For more information
call Melissa at
227-3308!
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Obituaries
Charles Wayne Reeves
A memonal sen ice for Charles Wayne Reeves will be Friday at
7:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home. Hazel. Bro. Brent
,Lee will officiate. Visitation will be from 6 to 7:30 p.m. Friday at the
funeral home. Online condolences may be made at
w w.imesmiller.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital. 262 Danny Thomas Place. Memphis, TN 38105.
Mr. Reeves. 94, Hazel, died Saturday. April 17, 2010 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. A retired employee of Mattel, he was a
member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Oyna Reeves; his parents.
L.W. and Elizabeth Wineke Reeves; one brother. Thomas James
Reeves; and one sister, Wilma Maddux.
Survivors include a niece. Gail Tracy. Hazel; two brothers.
Sydney Reeves, Gilbertsville. and Mayo Reeves and wife. Helen,
Truman, Ark.; one sister. Wanda Coots. Truman, Ark.; grandchildren, Kimmi Early and family and Misty Mitchell and family; one
sister-in-law, Betty Cameron and Ray.

Terry Tyler
Terry Tyler. 60. Almo. died Wednesday, April 21, 2010, at 5:30
p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Janie J. King
Mrs. Jame J. King, 65, Pans, Tenn., died Wednesday. April 21,
2010, at her home. She formerly worked at Salant & Salant Factory
and formerly attended Assembly of God Church.
Born October 23, 1944, in Cookeville. Tenn.. she was the daughter of the late Hugh Darvin and Jamie Lou Thaxton Stafford. Also
preceding her in death were one brother. Johnny Stafford, and one
nephew, Ernest Lee Jackson.
Survivors include one daughter. Tracy Hughes. Paris, Tenn.: one
- son. David Palmer and wife. Rena, Ellsinore, Mo.; one sister, Stella
. Franklin. Murray, Ky.: seven grandchildren, Matthew, Amber and
-David Austin Palmer. Amanda Tinnin and husband. Adam, and
:-)oseph, Joshua and Madison Thurman; five great-grandchildren;
pne niece; three nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, Paris. Tenn. Jack Dilday and Shannon Waltmon will
fliciate. A graveside service will be Saturday at 3:30 p.m. at John
Clark Memorial Cemetery, Gainesboro. Tenn. Visitation will be at
'.rthe funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday and after 9 a.m. Saturday.

Mrs. Mice C. Williams
A graveside service for Mrs. Alice C. Williams will be Friday at
I p.m. at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery. Terry Morns will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no public visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Humane Society of
Calloway County, 607 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mrs. Williams, 84, Hazel, died Sunday at 5:33 p.m. at the
Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville, Tenn. She was a member of
New Providence Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John E. Williams. who
died Oct. 26. 1999: one daughter, Evelyn Martinez; one sister-inlaw, Eva Port; and three brothers-in-law. Brent Williams, Speight
(Tom) Williams and James Earl Williams.
Survivors include one daughter, Terry Williams, Houston, Texas;
.three grandchildren, Michael Vance, Houston, Tana Collier,
Phoenix, Ariz., and John Martinez, Hawaii; six great-grandchildren;
son-in-law, Simon Martinez, Phoenix, Ariz.; sister-in-law. Marjorie
. L. Williams, Hazel; several nieces and nephews.

Mrs. Verda Wood Smothers
The funeral for Mrs. Verda Wood Smothers was today (Thursday
at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier 'Funeral Home, Benton. Re
Rodney Skipworth and Rev. Joe DiuTI Thorn officiated. Burial wa,
in the Middle Fork Cemetery, Bentor..
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Middle Fork Cemetery
Fund, c/o Joe D. Thorn. 30 Wadesboro Rd. S., Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Smothers. 93, Benton. died Monday. April 19, 2010. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was retired from housekeeping at Marshall County Hospital and was a member of New
Harmony Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband. R.M.(Bill) Smothers;
her parents. Joe and Sina Hill Wood; three brothers, John Hill Wood.
Joe Tom Wood and Frank Edward Wood; one sister, Winnie Smith;
one great-grandchild.
Survivors include two daughters, Frankie York, Symsonia, and
Mary Lee Smothers, Benton; four sons, Joe Ed Smothers, Dale
Smothers and Pat Smothers, all of Benton, and Tommy Smothers,
Hardin; 13 grandchildren: 22 great-grandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren

Mrs. Dove Anna McNabb
The funeral for Mrs. Dove Anna McNabb will be Saturday at II
a.m, in the chapel of Milner & Oct Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev.
Mary Ann Lankton will officiate. Private entombment will be in
Brooks Memonal Park. Visitation will be at the funeral home from
5 to 7 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the education endowment of the donor's choice.
Mrs. McNabb. 94. Memphis. Tenn., formerly of Paducah, died
Monday at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis. She spent 41 years
as an educator, beginning when she was 18.
She taught for seven years in Calloway County, two years in
Marshall County. two years in Crittenden County, three years in
Clearwater. Ha., then returned to Paducah in 1958 and taught four
years a Clark Elementary School.
She was principal at Henry Clay Elementary for seven years, and
then at Cooper-Whiteside Elementary, newly combined from five
schools, for two years. Finally, she was principal at Andrew Jackson
Elementary in Paducah from 1966 until her retirement in 1980, upon
which the school was renamed in her honor.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Wade Nelson McNabb;
one sister. Sue Puffenborger; four brothers. Thomas. Clyde and Jack
Roberts and Dons Crass.
Survivors include one son, Leland M. McNabb and wife, Tabitha,
Germantown, Tenn.; one grandson, Leland M. McNabb, Jr.,
Washington, D.C.; one sister, Margaret Greenfield, Murray; two sisters-in-law, Dorothy McNabb, Murray, and Jane McNabb, Williston,
N.D.; many nieces and nephews.

Lucian Matthew England
The funeral for Lucian Matthew England was today (Thursday)
at II a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev.
Roger Wood officiated. Pallbearers were Winton England, Jack
McCleary, Scott Satterfield and Todd Patterson. Burial was in the
Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Memorials may be made to the Lucian England Benefit Fund,do
FNB, 101 East Broadway, Mayfield, KY 42066.
Master England. age 3 1/2, Goodlettsville, Tenn., died Sunday.
April 18 . 2010 at I a.m. at Vanderbilt Children's Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
Survivors include his parents. Matthew and Emily England.
Goodlettesville; grandparents, Charles and Pamela Wilford,
Mayfield, Winton and Dana England. Paducah, and Jack McCleary
and Nancy Golden, Peoria, Ariz.; great-grandmothers, Nina
England. Hopkinsville, and Linda Palmer, Kirksey.

Dems, GOP compete for title of bank bailout foe
.

WASHINGTON (AP)- If
there's any election-year support
. in the Senate for future bailouts
of the big banks on Wall Street,
it isn't immediately apparent.
Instead, President Barack
Obama and his Democratic
• allies compete daily with
Republicans for the title of
opponent in chief, and six
months before midterm elections the fate of legislation to
regulate the financial industry
remains clouded
Democratic legislation "not
only allows for taxpayer-funded
bailouts of Wall Street banks; it
institutionalizes them," Senate
• Republican
leader
Mitch
.McConnell of Kentucky said
!recently.
•
Obama responded a few days
:jater in his weekly radio and
jnternet address, accusing
• McConnell and another top
:-Republican of meeting with

Wall Street executives to discuss stood scarcely at all by many Senatorial
Campaign
ways to block the legislation. consumers remains to be settled. Committee
from running ads in
Not long afterward, he said, they
If the subject matter is com- the fall of 2008 attacking the
made "the cynical and deceptive plex, the political subtext is evi- Republican
Party leader for his
assertion that reform would dent.
vote.
somehow enable future bailouts
McConnell won a new term
The legislation is part of
when he knows that it would do in 2008 after a campaign spent Obama's pre-electio
n agenda at
just the opposite."
explaining his unpopular vote the tail end of the worst recesBy Wednesday, 10 days later. for TARP, the bailout program sion in decades,
with unemployRepublicans and Democrats that former President George W. ment at or
near double digits in
involved in negotiations said Bush supported as his adminis- much of the
country and public
they had made progress toward a tration neared an end. Obama mistrust
of government spiking
compromise bill that could com- also backed the legislation, but to nearly 80
percent in a recent
mand support on both sides of that didn't stop the Democratic Pew survey.
the aisle. They released no
details, though, and Democrats
held out the possibility of forcing a test vote on Monday.
At stake in the legislation is
the extent to which the government will tighten its control over
large banks following the nearcollapse of the economy. The
WASHINGTON (AP) -- part of its bankruptcy reorganiregulation of derivatives, credit Fallen giant General Motors Co. zation last
year. But the
default swaps, reserve require- accelerated toward recovery automaker
is a long way from
ments and other items under- Wednesday, announcing the regaining its
old blue-chip starepayment of $8.1 billion in tus: It's still losing money U.S. and Canadian government $3.4 billion in last year's fourth
loans five years ahead of sched- quarter alone. And while its car
ule.
and truck sales are up so far this
The Obama administration year, that's primarily due to
Investments Since 1854
crowed about the "turnaround" lower-profit sales to car rental
at GM and fellow bailout recipi- companies and other fleet buyent Chrysler LLC saying the ers. Chrysler, now run by Italy's
Dois Jones Ind. Aog.-11102.55 - 22.37
government's unpopular rescue Fiat
HopFed Bank*
Group
11.600 12.00 4
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said
of Detroit's automakers is pay- Wednesday it lost almost $200
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GM repays $8.1B
five years early
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1061 North Robertson Road
A HARVEST OF FEATURES! Setting on 1/2 acre, this
lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick home boasts beautiful
hardwood floors, new shingles, new gas pack in 2009 and
new water heater in 2008. Detached garage/shop(22 x 24)
with electricity and water. Fenced backyard. Priced at
143 800. MLS #54350
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Obama says no to
abortion litmus test
WASHING ION tAP) Among the
President Barack Obama, tread- others
are
ing carefully in the explosive appeals court
arena of abortion and the judges Diane
Supreme Court, said Wednesday Wood, Merrick
he will choose a nominee who Garland
and
pays heed to the rights of Sidney
women and the privacy of their Thomas. forbodies.
mer Georgia
Yet he said he won't enforce Chief Justice
any abortion rights "litmus Leah
Ward
Obama
tests."
Sean, Solicitor
Obama said it is "very impor- General Elena Kagan. Michigan
tant to me" that his court choice Gov.
Jennifer
Granholm,
take women's rights into Homeland Security Secretary
account in interpreting the Janet Napolitano and Harvard
Constitution, his most expansive Law School Dean Martha
comments yet about how a Minow.
woman's right to choose will
When asked if he could nomfactor into his decision.
inate someone who did not supHe plans to choose someone port a woman's right to choose.
to succeed Justice John Paul Obama said: "I am somebody
Stevens within "the next couple who believes that women should
weeks." he told CNBC.
have the ability to make often
Obama accelerated his politi- very difficult decisions about
cal outreach and his conversa- their own bodies and issues of
tions with candidates. position- reproduction."
ing himself for one of the most
He said he would not judge
consequential decisions of his candidates on a single-issue
presidency. He invited Senate abortion test.
leaders - Republicans as well
"But I will say that I want
as Democrats - to discuss the somebody who is going to be
issue at the White House and interpreting our Constitution in
commented briefly to reporters a way that takes into account
before their private meeting.
individual rights, and that
His rejection of the idea of includes women's rights,"
"litmus tests" was standard pres- Obama said. "And that's going
idential language. keeping him to be something that's very
from being boxed in and protect- important to me, because I think
ing his eventual nominee from part of what our core constitucharges of bringing precon- tional values promote is the
ceived decisions to the bench.
notion that individuals are proObama's pick is not expected tected in their privacy and their
to change the ideological bal- bodily integrity. And women are
ance on the court, though not exempt from that."
Stevens, the leader of the court's
Such a detailed answer raised
liberals, has played a major role the question of whether Obama
in the court's upholding of abor- had, in fact, spelled out a fundation rights. Stevens. who turned mental test over abortion. The
90 on Tuesday, is retiring this White House rejected that.
summer.
"I think a litmus test is when
Whoever Obaina picks has you say, will you ask a direct
the potential to affect the lives question about - do you
and rights of Amencans for a believe this? Do you believe
generation or more.
that?" White House press secreThe president is considering tary Robert Gibbs said. "I think
about 10 people. including a the president will ask any nominewly confirmed name, federal nee to discuss how they view the
appeals court Judge Ann Constitution and the legal prinWilliams of Chicago.
ciples enshnned in it."
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Good news and
bad for Earth Day
WASHINGTON (AP) Pollution before the first Earth
Day was not only visible, it was
in your face: Cleveland's
Cuyahoga River caught fire. An
oil spill fouled 30 miles of
Southern California beaches.
And thick smog choked many
cities' skies.
Not anymore.
On Thursday. 40 years after
that first Earth Day in 1970,
smog levels nationwide have
dropped by about a quarter, and
lead levels in the air are down
more than 90 percent. Formerly
fetid lakes and burning rivers are
now open to swimmers.
The challenges to the planet
today are largely invisible and therefore tougher to tackle.
"To suggest that we've made
progress is not to say the problem is over," said William
Ruckelshaus, who in 1970
became the first head of the
Environmental
Protection
Agency.
"What we've done is shift
from the very visible kinds of

issues to those that are a lot
more subtle today."
Issues such as climate change
are less obvious to the naked
eye. Since the first Earth Day.
carbon dioxide levels in the air
have increased by 19 percent,
pushing the average annual
world temperature up about 1
degree Fahrenheit, according to
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
"We've cleaned up what you
can see and left everything else
in limbo." said Kathleen Rogers,
president of the Earth Day
Network. Improvements took
shape in the form of the Clean
Air Act, the Clean Water Act and
changes in the way businesses
treat the environment, said
Denis Hayes.
Those reforms, he added,
grew out of the first Earth Day,
an event Hayes helped coordinate.
"It is the most powerful.
sweeping. society-wide change
America has had since the New
Deal." Hayes said.

New claims for jobless
benefits drop sharply
WASHINGTON (AP)
The drop comes after claims
First-time claims for jobless rose sharply in the previous
two
benefits fell sharply last week. weeks. A Labor Departmen
t
evidence that employers are cut- analyst attributed those
increasting fewer workers as the econo- es to seasonal adjustment
diffimy recovers.
culties around the Easter holiThe Labor Department says day. which falls on different
initial claims for unemployment weeks each year.
insurance fell 24,000 to a seaThe tally of people continusonally adjusted 456,000. That ing to claim benefits,
meanwas slightly below analysts' while, dropped by
40,000 to
estimates of 458,000, according 4.65 million,
the department
to Thomson Reuters.
says.
NNOUNCUMENT
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Felice Brothers to play Lovett Auditorium Monday
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Special to the Ledger
The Felice Brothers will be
performing at 8 p.m. Monday at
Murray
State
University's
Lovett Auditorium. The concert
will be part of the Lovett Live
series, in which the audience sits
on stage near the performers for
an intimate musical experience.
The Felice Brothers and their
longtime friends and band mates
Greg Farley and Christmas
Clapton, come to Murray from
the Catskill Mountains, where a
homegrown sound has been
working its way through the
bloodlines for generations. Their
rambling journey so far has
brought them from busking in
New York City subway stations,
to tours across the world that
have included enthusiastically
received performances at major
music
festivals
including
Bonnaroo, All Points West,
Outside Lands and Langerado.
A defining memory to date
might be their appearance at the
2008 Newport Folk Festival. A
summer afternoon thunderstorm
rolled in and began to douse the
land. While it electrified the
atmosphere, the rain had the
adverse effect of cutting power
to The Felice Brothers' stage.
After many assurances that
power would be restored, The
Felice Brothers were informed it
was a lost cause, and that they'd
have to make due. Without hesitation, the band jumped down

oft the stage and began playing
acoustic while stomping around
barefoot in the mud that had
formed on account of the ongoing downpour. What might have
led some to call it a wash and
leave was turned into another
epic show that drew upon the
familiarity and casual ease of the
backyard bar sessions that took
place at their dad's porch on
Sunday afternoons during their
first days as a group. The audience that day, like othcrs before
and after, left utterly converted.
Titled with a phrase drawn
from the pages of Mark Twain.
their latest album that was
released April 7."Yonder Is The
Clock," is a nod to all of the
American ghosts that lend their
narrative and characters to the
record. Their studio was built
from the -emains of an abandoned chi.rken coop and it was
there over the summer and fall
of 2008 that they wrote and
recorded this new collection of
songs. Presented by Team Love
Records,"Yonder Is The Clock"
is teaming with tales of love,
death, betrayal, baseball, train
stations, phantoms, pandemics,
jail cells, rolling rivers and
frozen winter nights.
This is music that hasn't lost
sight of the history of the land
from which it came, and that
quality alone makes The Felice
Photo provid9d
The Felice Brothers will play at Murray State University's Lovett
Brothers
the
next
great
Auditorium Monday night. Their new album is "Yonder Is The
Clock."
American band.

Murray State choirs perform Bach Friday
Special to the Ledger
The public is invited to join
Munay State
University's
Concert Choir and Chamber
Singers as they present their
final concert of the 2009-2010
season at 7:30 pm. Friday in
Lovett Auditorium.
The concert will be a celebration of the music of Johann
Sebastian Bach. The Chamber
Singers will open the program
with the Renaissance motet
"Vere Languores" by Tomas
Luis dc Victoria and a setting of
"Three Poems by Richard

Crashavv" composed by Daniel
Pinkham. These poems are mystical reflections on Good Friday
and the crucifixion. The
Chamber Singers will be joined
by a chamber orchestra to perform Bach's Cantata No. 4
"Christ Lag in Todesbanden."
This cantata was composed for
Easter Sunday in 1708.
Following a brief intermission the MSU Concert Choir
will
perform
Bach's
"Magnificat" in D major. The
string orchestra will expand to
include oboes, flutes and trum-

Day

pets in this joyful setting. The
Concert Choir and the Chamber
Singers are conducted by Dr.
Bradley Almquist. Professor -of
Music and MSU Director of
Choral Activities. This year the
Concert Choir, under the direction of Dr. Almquist has
appeared in Carnegie Hall, New
York. and the Carson Center,
Paducah. Members of the choir
also performed dunng the 2010
Conference of the American
Choral Directors Associaticfn.
Southern Division, in Memphis,
Tenn.
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RECENT EXHIBIT: The Murray Art Guild's Youth Studio recently held an
exhibition of their
work in the Guild's Gallery. The students created their own collage pieces
based on the artist
Romare Bearden. After completing the artwork, students then created a poem
with the help of
local writer Constance Alexander inspired by their collages. Participants
include Savannah
Richey, Sara Grace Mattingly, Logan Mattingly, Echo Falwell Josh Demand,
Whitley Smith,
Isaac Falwell and not pictured. Hannah Babcock. Information on workshops and exhibition
s at
the Murray Art Guild can be found at murrayartguild.org.
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Arts in the Region
• The Provost Concert honoring retiring Murray State
University
Provost
Gary
Brockway.
featuring
the
Symphonic Wind Ensemble,
banjo player Alison Brown and
terry Mike Jeffery, will be at 8
tonight (Thursday) in Lovett
Auditorium.
• The Tony Logue Band will
perform at the Big Apple Cafe
tonight (Thursday). Music starts
at 9 p.m. There is a cover
charge and weekend shows are
limited to ages 21 and older
• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
the Oscar-nominated film, "The
White Ribbon." Friday through
Sunday. For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry will have the adult and senior elimination in the "You Can
Be a Star" talent search at 7:30
p.m. Saturday. For tickets, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704.
• Murray State University
presents the Oscar-nominated
documentary "Food. Inc." at 3
p.m. Sunday in the Curris
Center Theater.
• The student-run Tinseltown
Tuesday series will show the
1995 Pixar movie, "Toy Story" at
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Curris
Center Theater.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at
753-1916 or
hteague4murrayledger.corn.
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Restaurant & Catering
(270)762-0040
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Nlurra, KY

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh bulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys, Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken
*

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
Remodeled Game Room &

New Private Room with Big Screen
HD TV and Surround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends
awn..
Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Jonny Mac & The Heartattacks

April 30,7:30pm ,
Lovett Auditorium
Murray,IT
•LOVET
/

T

$15320 ticketmaster.com RSEC hos office
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Slawson will present
special presentation
Special to the Ledger
Du
Da% id
Slawson of
Cleveland. Ohio. and designer
of The Memorial Garden of St.
John's Episcopal Church, will
present a special presemation on
Sunday at 2 p.m. in the parish
hall of the church at 1620 West
Main St.. Murray.
.: Dr. Slawson describes his talk.
;titled "The Art of Evoking the
-.Natural World in Landscape
-Gardens," as a visual presenta:tion showing how his design
:process "responds to the nature
!pf the site and surroundings. the
7Client's needs and special wishes
;for the garden. and the nature of
:locally available materials.
Znamely rocks and plants. He
;also draws upon his experience
[
: f more than 35 years of creat:ng gardens in determining
how
natural
beauty
is
.xpressed in nature-based art
[forms." The Garden at St.
;•john's will be included in his
r
*presentation.
Throughout his career, beginping with his designs at the
Cleveland Botanical Gardens
rand Carleton College to his
lour-acre Garden of the Pine
ind at Garvan Woodland
ardens near Hot Springs.
s14.:Ark... his work has continued to
;r:Fvolve toward his dream of
tlandscape gardens inspired by
tnative sources. When regional
‘scenerv'
...
- natural sites. local
-ocks and plants, and the client's
b.avorite landscapes are drawn
bpon. he says. every garden is
binique and belongs. He is quick
o note that very small spaces
:kan contain wonderful gardens,
•

Merryman House Outreach Office
plans fundraiser on Friday
C11110‘sa.
Merryman House
)
, County
Outreach Office still sponsor a bake
sale/community awareness event, at Murray
Wal-Mart front 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Friday.
The group still be selling baked items,collecting items for victims of domestic violence
including toiletry items, paper products (toilet paper, et(.) and old cell phones. Tables will
be at both entrances. The Murray Vioman's
Center is selling red hearts for child abuse
awareness month.
lo's
Proceeds from the sales still benefit
Datebook Merryman
House & the Purchase Area
By Jo Burkeen
Sexual Assault & Child Advocacy Center.
Community
Editor

'Sing and Rejoice' Friday

"Sing and Rejoice- will be Friday at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd.. Murray. Song leaders will be
Larry Arnold, Nick Boone, Hayden Rogers and Todd Walker. The
public is invited. For more information call 753-3714.

Earth Day event Saturday
The Essential Day Spa and Murray Environmental Students
Society(MESS)will celebrate Earth Day on Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. by collecting paper, plastic and aluminum at the Essential
Day Spa parking lot at 1207 Johnson Blvd.. Murray. For more information call 767-076(1.

Pancake breakfast planned
The Murray Bank will be hosting a pancake breakfast at
Applebee's on Saturday from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Tickets are $5 each
and may be purchased at either location of the bank. Proceeds will
go to Relay for Life.

Flexter and Tapp
April Flexter and Steven Tapp of Murray announce their engagement and upcoming marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of David and Judy Flexter of Dix,
She is a 2(X)1 graduate of Woodlawn Community High School. a
2(X)7 graduate of University of North Texas with a bachelor's
degree in Speech and Hearing Sciences and a 2009 graduate of
Murray State University with a master's in Interdisciplinary Early
Childhood Education.
The groom-elect is the son of Sherry Tapp and the late Charles
Tapp of Torrance. Calif.
He is a 1999 graduate of Millikan High School, Long Beach.
Calif, and attended college at Long Beach State University.
An October 2010 wedding is being planned at Von Jakob Winery,
Alto Pass, Ill.

Puckett
recently
inducted

www.finleyshouseofdiamonds.com
112 N. 12th Street - Murray, KY - 270-761-4367
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citing one he
recently created in front of
Sonny's
Ice
Cream
and
Crema Cafe in
Minneapolis.
Dr. Slawson
was a Fulbright
Fellow
and
Slawson
apprenticed in
Kyoto. He has
been a visiting professor at
Carleton College, Murray State
University, Harvard, and Smith
College. In the fall of 2008 he
returned to Kyoto to teach for a
semester
at
Doshisha
University. His book, "Secret
Teachings in the Art of Japanese
Gardens." is recognized as a
clwsic in its field, including his
translation of a 15th century
Japanese garden manual; and he
is the author of various publications. Though his formal training is in Japanese gardening, he
adapts that philosophy to natural
sites.
St. John's Memorial Garden
was begun in 1996 and built
mostly with volunteer labor
from members of the church and
community. As it has developed
and expanded. that same volunteer maintenance continues. The
public is encouraged to visit the
Garden before or after Dr.
Slawson's presentation, which is
a part of the Garden's Earth
Sunday celebration. Blooming
now are a variety of wildflowers
including trilliums and wild
blue phlox, azaleas, ferns, and
other native and naturalized
plants.

1-800-472-8852
tm:lI

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church Relay for Life
Team will have a bake sale on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon in front
of Food Giant in the Bel-Air Shopping Center. Murray.

MHS seeks SBDM nominees
Murray High School is seeking nominations for the Site-Base
Decision Making Council. Any eligible parent may pick up an
application at the MHS office between the hours of 8 a.m. and 3
p.m. Nominations must be received by Friday. April 30. Voting will
take place May 3 and 4.

Masonic meeting Saturday
District 2 meeting of Masonic Education will be Saturday from
8 a.m, to noon at Marshall County High School. All Master Masons
are urged to attend.

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will he Friday at 6:30 p.m, at the club
building on Ky. 121 North. Murray. The public is invited.

49.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
19.99
59.99
7.99
1c) Q9

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more
information or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

CCHS taking nominations
Calloway County High School is taking nominations for the
School-Based Decision Making Council until 3:30 p.m. today
(Thursday). The election will be Thursday. April 29. Parents or
guardians of students who will attend CCHS for the 2011-2011
school year are eligible to run. A nomination form and informational sheet may be picked up in the school's office between the hours
of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Boy Scout Alumni reunion planned

In connection with the Centennial of Boy Scouts of America. the
Local Boy Scout Council will have a reunion for all Boy Scout
Alumni at Camp Roy' C. Manchester, Benton. on Sunday from
I
p.m. to 4 p.m. There is no cost for the event and guests are invited.
Anyone with historical items related to local scouting is encouraged
to bring them to the reunion.

"korrac4
•
•

Calloway. County Chapter of the American Red Cross will have
a blood drive today (Thursday)from 12:30 p.m. to 5 :30 p.m.
at the
First Presbyterian Church. Main and 16th Streets.

or

to place
an ad in

Stores will be open late

LbGER&TINIES

Stores in downtown Murray will be open until 8 p.m. on
Thursday.

Sale
25.00
10.00
10.00
12.50
10.00
30.00
4.00
10.00
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• COLLEGE PREPATORY CLASSES
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TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
today
(Thursday) at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
753-6646.

/Vapsed-ff tec

Open Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5
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Reformers' Unanimous to meet

HOURLY SALES
Item Featured
Red or White Dogwood
Azaleas (all colors)
Fothergilla
Pink or White Hydrangea
Red Weigela
Cleveland Pear
Dwarf Daylilly
Red Crapemyrtle

Lehrtt

TOPS Chapter will meet

753-1916

Saturday, April 24, 2010

Church Women plan event

Shrine Bingo planned Friday

LEXINGTON,
Ky. —
Murray High School graduate
and Transylvania University
first-year Robert Clark Puckett
was recently inducted into
Transylvania's chapter of Alpha
Lambda Delta. a national honor
society that recognizes academic excellence.
To be included, students must
have maintained a 3.5 or higher
GPA and be in the top 20 percent of their class during their
first year or term of college.
Puckett is the son of Gerry and
Lisa Puckett of Murray.
Transylvania. founded in
1780, is the nation's sixteenth
oldest institution of higher
learning and is consistently
ranked in national publications
as one of the top liberal arts colleges in the country.

Call

Spring Flora Open House
Hours
9-10
10-11
11-12
12-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

bec

PRIVATE MUSIC LESSONS

• FINE ARTS & ATHLETIC PROGRAM
• SCIENCE & COMPUTER LABS

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
Murray's Premier
Christian Educator Since 1978

Meenbr,oP Acherluo Assex lath,ol CMOS.Schools

2191 State Route 94 East !

Murray. Kentucky 42071

270 753.7744 I www ecacademy org

Ma
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Lehrmann and Whitley
Ashlee V. Lehrmann of Almo and Nathia D. Whitley of Dexter
were married Saturday. Dec. 19, 2009, at University Church of
Christ, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Andy and Maryann Lehrmann of
Almo.
The groom is the son of Harvey and Karen Puckett of Dexter.
Luke Puckett officiated at the wedding. Music was by Alan
Manning.
Mary E. Coleman of Murray was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Liz Powell and Nyra Whitley of Murray,
Heather McCarver of Mayfield, Kendra Bolin of New Concord and
Natisha Lemmons of Paragold, Ark.
Chase Chadwick of New Concord was best man.
Groomsmen were Landon Cain, Justin Schuring, Jason Jones,
Mason Tudor and Jonathan Pritchett, all of Murray, Shane
N1cCarver, Mayfield, and Derrick Christopher of Murray.
The flower girls were Ashley Vannahme and Emerson Grogan of
Murray.
The ring bearers were Daniel Puckett of Dexter and Carter Tudor
of Murray.
A reception followed at the Murray Banquet Center.
The bride is a 2007 graduate of Murray High School and a 2009
nursing graduate of West Kentucky Technical School. She is now a
nurse at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The groom is a 2007 graduate of Calloway County High School
and a 2009 graduate of West Kentucky Technical School. He is a
computer support specialist.

Special to the Ledger
DOVER, Tenn, — Fort
Donelson National Battlefield is
celebrating National Park Week.
Civil War artillery talks and
Ranger programs highlight the
week's events. This special
week celebrates the natural
landscapes and diverse national
heritage. Parks can provide
recreational experiences, opportunities to learn and grow, and
places of quiet refuge.
Volunteers with the 12th
United States Colored Heavy
Artillery(USCHA)will conduct
interpretive talks about Civil
War artillery. These programs
will be held at the visitor center
at 11 a.m., 1 p.m., and 2 p.m. on
Saturday..
Park Rangers will also provide
interpretive programs on Junior
Ranger Day on Sunday, at 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. at the Dover
Hotel.
The Site Planting Contest for
the National Park Foundation's
First Bloom Project has begun.
Scouts plan to get their hands
dirty later this spring by planting native grass, trees, flowers,
and plants in selected areas
around the battlefield. It will be
a test of accumulated knowledge of 12 months study of
Tennessee native plants. Site
plantings will bring much needed beautification to park areas at
the visitor center, picnic pavilion, and new comfort station.
Project partners are Friends of
Fort Donelson Campaign,
Murray
State
University
Facility
Manager
Wayne
Harper. and Stewart County Girl
Scouts.
For more information contact
the Ranger staff at 931-2325706 x 101.

Let's Build Something Together"
SUSTAINED EXCELLENCE

The first product retailer to win ENERGY
STAR's highest honor. Lowe's has all you
need to save money and energy.

Shop now and qualify for

CASH FOR
APPLIANCES
COEN

State mail in rebates now available in Kentucky..

Service News

Williams completes training with U.S. Marines
Marine Corps Pvt. John A.
In addition to the physical Marine Corps' core values.
;Williams, son of Susan S. and conditioning program. Williams honor, courage and commitJohn C. Williams of Murray, spent numerous hours in class- ment, and what the core values
; recently completed 12 weeks of room and field assignments mean in guiding personal and
basic training at Marine Corps which included learning first professional conduct.
- Recruit Depot, Parris Island, S. aid, uniform regulations, combat
Williams and fellow recruits
C.. designed to challenge new water survival, marksmanship, ended the training phase with
hand-to-hand combat and The Crucible,
a 54-hour, team
Marine recruits both physically
assorted
weapons training. evolution culminating in
an
and mentally.
They performed close order drill emotional ceremony
in which
Williams and fellow recruits and operated as a small infantry
recruits are presented the
' began their training at 5 a. m.. unit during field training.
Marine Corps Emblem, and
by running three miles and perWilliams and other recruits addressed as "Marines" for the
forming calisthenics.
also received instruction on the first time in their careers.

ENERGY STAR®
MAJOR APPLIANCES, WATER
HEATERS AND AIR CONDITIONERS
Receive 10% off in-stock and Special Order ENERGY STAR* maior appliances,
water
heaters and room air conditioners pnced $397 or more (before taxes).
Offer valid
4/22/10 - 4/26/10. Discount taken at register. Not valid on previous
sales, installation
and delivery fees, extended protection plans, select Fisher&Paykel* or Electrolux
(terns.
See store associate for details.

ree

Crystal Hamilton of Dresden, TN
More than 153pounds lost....
Sleep apnea completely resolved....
More energy to play with the kids....
I AM A NEW PERSON!!!

NEXT DAY" LOCAL DELIVERY
+ FREE HAUL AWAY
7 DAYS A WEEK
No rebates. •Next day applies to in-stock major appliances only.
US deliveries only and must be within 75 miles of store. Offer valid 1/30/09
- 4/30/10.
See store associate for details

Ta

Ise the first step toward a
healthier lifestyle by
attending a nuelemma
AprIl 26th at 5:30 pm

111‘14-re•

Jacheon Purchase Medical Center
Community Conference Room
Call 251.4222 or visit
www.Jacksonpurchase.com

EVERYDAY Nobody beats
LOW
PRICES

GUARANTEED

Find a lower advertised price on the same
in-store item, and we'll BEAT it by 10%."*

Arab_

Visit Lowes.com/
CashforAppliances

Bariatrics

SSES

OGRAM

41 At ISOM PLItt MANI III IN AL t LtIt
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066

our prices.

to get the latest facts about the
government appliance rebate program

BS

FREE HARIATRIC SEMINAR

*Cash for Appliances offer available to Kentucky state residents and is valid
from
4E22/10 unt,I program funds are depleted. For qualifying items. requiremen
ts. to
register, to confirm funding eligibility arid availability, and any additional restrictions
,
please visit www.kyappliancerebates.corn
"See store or Lowes,corn for details.
(6810-KY)
OC1/6810/094 005.026,041
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MSU TSM takes lead in $1.7 million Homeland Security contract
Murray State University's
Program of Distinction in
Telecommunications Systems
Management(TSM)once again
demonstrates leadership due to
the recently acquired contract
from the National Institute for
Hometown Security (NIHS) on
the Incident Management &
Decision Support SystemHealth (IMDSS-H) project for
1.7 million dollars. MSU's TSM
program took the lead on the
project and is partnering with
other
institutions:
Johns
Hopkins University, University
of
Louisville,
Kentucky
Community
&
Technical
College Systems (KCTCS) and
ElanTech. The main focus in
this project for TSM is in dealing with the communications
aspect of the project and providing assistance to conduct
demonstrations and exercises.

Deadline
nears for
Educational
Field Trip
Grant
GOLDEN POND, KY - Are
you an educator interested in
planning a field trip to experience the Land Between The
Lakes (LBL) "outdoor classroom"? If so, don't miss out on
LBL's Educational Field Trip
Grant for the 2010-2011 school
year. The deadline for the field
trip grant application is April
30, 2010.
LBL's Educational Field Trip
Grant is available to public
school districts within 100 miles
of LBL. The grant assists
schools in covering costs for
transportation. facility admission fees, program costs, and
dorm rental during the 20102011 school year. The grant
amount awarded to schools is
based on the school's matching
funds and number of students
and LBL programs in which the
school participates.
LBL programs are designed to
support the Kentucky and
Tennessee State K-12 curriculum guidelines for science,
social studies, and arts and
humanities. "The programs
offer students a hands-on experience to connect with nature
and history,- stated Richard
Lomax, LBL Environmental
Education Specialist. "An LBL
field trip is an excellent opportunity for students to gain an
understanding of and appreciation for science and history, as
well as the outdoors. It is an
experience that will last a lifetime!"
The grant program is sponsored by USDA Forest Service,
"Friends of LBL," Swift &
Staley,
Calloway
County
Homemakers, and the JohnstonHanson Foundation. For more
information
about
LBL's
Educational Field Trip Grant,
visit www.friendsoflbl.org and
click on Interpretation or call
270-924-2038.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture,
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. Additional
LBI. information is also available on our website or by calling
1-800-LBL-7077 or 270-9242000. You can find out more
about "Friends of LBL" at
www.friendsoilbl.org

The research phase on
IMDSS-H began in March and
is currently in development. Dr.
Jim Gantt, Director of Center
for TSM, had been leading a
team for a project entitled
IMDSS that would deliver a
web-enabled software suite to
collect, share and process data
and other events as they occur.
The goal of IMDSS is to provide
the ability to have access to near
real-time data, from a variety of
sources, to incident managers to

respond to emergency situations
quickly and efficiently. The
new IMDSS-H project will
serve as an extension to the current IMDSS project by adding
functionality required to collect,
process and visualize public
health information. The information obtained will be able to
aid in effective response to
potential medical and public
health emergencies.
The need for the project developed due to the lack of focus

that existing decision support
systems have on the medical
community. The healthcare system lacks appropriate tactics to
determine certain decisions that
are vital in emergency situations, such as how to handle
scarce resources, unconventional strategies and other requirements to support situational
responsiveness. According to
N1HS, a decision support tool is
needed to provide consistent,
validated, and rapid support to

HURRY IN FOR
THIS WEEK'S

• Never doubt that a
small
group
of
thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world.
Indeed, it is the only
thing that ever has.
— Margaret Mead

made people aware about the
need for a better plan and how td
develop tools to support publki
health. The disaster in Haiti
was evidence that emergency,
communications is important ifl
public health care when a majog
natural disaster occurs, and
IMDSS-H will help ease that
concern."
Additional information aboi
the National Institute
Hometown Security can be.
found at www.thertihs.org.
1
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SPECIAL VALUES
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Prices valid 4/22/10 - 4/26/10 unless otherwise noted

LC

COM
MER
CIA
L
APRECIAT

ALL
4/2

IONIv DAYS

3 DAYS ONLY ./2P1-111
LUNCH FROM 11AM - 2PM
ON FRIDAY THE 30T"

SPECIAL ORDER
*PATIO DOORS .ENTRY DOORS
*GARAGE DOORS .INTERIOR
DOORS *WINDOWS

SPECIALVALUE!
now
was

now
s8

Zisarejo.

$3808

$4296

75' Contractor
Water Hose

3/4" x

•3/41Dia. moves high
volume of water *75153

spicsimvait.ust
now
$
98

.17

Discount taken at time of order. Offer apples to product only.
Excludes Pella 750 Designer Series windows and patio doors.
Offer valid 4/18/10 - 4/26/10. See store for details.

WaS 2 25_
$1998 gallon

Knock Out Rose
"Beautiful clusters of fluorescent,
cherry red flowers with a light tea
rose fragrance #157214

BUY ONE GET ONE

FREE

valspar
INTERIORI

F
that's only

510r2
per gallon

SPECIALVALUE!
now
was
139

$99

18-Volt Lithium Ion
Cordless Drill/Driver
and Flashlight
.1/2' keyless chuck
•460 in-lbs torque *300255

10" Compound Miter Saw
.15-amp •5,000 RPM "Includes
10" 24-T carbide blade *116704

SPECIALVALUE!
now
$5360 was
$67 5-gallon size
Interior Flat
Finish Paint #30104

7-1/4" 24T
WELDTEC
CIRCULAR
SAW BLADE
#290578

was
3-Piede
Lithium

Offer valid 4/22/10 - 4/26/10.
Discount taken at register. See store for details.

*Two 1 5

_
GIFT CARD•
VIA MAIL-IN REBATE

for every $499 purchase of r-stock Owens
Coring Oaladge30-yeer shrgies Ofter raid
4122/10 - 4/2600 See store
detaks

now

9697

$253

each
15/32" x 4' x 8' 3-Ply
Sheathing Plywood #12192

was

1211171

each

now

2" x 4" x 92-5/8" Kiln-Dried
Whitewood Select Stud #6003

5/4" x 8" x 8' Standard
Treated Decking #21210
Poc:ng and selection for commodity items may vary due to market conditions We
reserve the nght to limit quantities.

$2

CONTRACTOR PACK

IlazIOLEng
SAVE 27°'
1093 EAcm latel you
t-PKX 112148

10

off

ccOrbi0

YOUR
CHOICE
CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

first responders and decision
makers to provide real time situational awareness to avoid
unnecessary delays in response.
Partnering with TSM to solve
this issue is the Kentucky
Department for Public Health
who will be testing the software
and communications provided
by TSM.
Gantt comments on the sudden
awareness for solutions, such as
IMDSS-H,'The concern about
the potential H IN 1 pandemic

ELZ

80 LB.

SPECIALVALUE!
now
was
$4997 $5983

now
$558

GO' Fiberglass Fish Tape
*179459

4" Eco-Stream Rotator
or 4" Eco-Stream

6557 6-pack
$
Front Battery Load Smoke

120' Fiberglass
uJsi
Fish Tape
now
was
#133604
$67.93 s-79.93

Adjustable Rotator

Alarms 4128493

was
$697

0305586.305739
Also available 011 Lowes.com.

now

$74

CONCRETE
MIX
.132022

20-Pie
Socket
•Lifetimi

Discount taken at register. Offer valid 4/22/10 - 4/26/10.
See store for details. Items and brands vary by market.

Find hundreds of NEW LOWER PRICES in store.

**tails on c

Fu

vary be
be accuo
pplies as

Details on our policies and services: Prices may vary after 4/26/10 if there are market variations. "Was" prices in
this advertisement were in effect on
may vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy. See store for details regarding
product warranties. We reserve the nght to limit quantities. While 4/15/10 and
to be accurate, unintentional errors may occur. We reserve the right to correct any error.
Lowe's
Prices and promotions apply to US locations only, and are available strives
while
supplies last. C 2010 by Lowe's*. All rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are registered
trademarks of LF,LLC. (R100491-1 LEFT)
001/1N491/005
001/1004912/003.i
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ract

Women in
Computing 2010
conference held

ware about the
plan and how td
support publid,
.aster in Haiti
.hat emergency
is important irt
-e when a majoi
r occurs, and
help ease thae

The first Regional Celebration
of Women in Computing for
Kentucky is now history. Eighty
women from 15 universities in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri
and Illinois. along with six professional organizations and
companies. participated in the

Ormation aboi
Institute
:urity can be
ienihs.org.

r details.

LOOK FOR POWERFUL VALUES

ALL OVER TOOL WORLD —5 DAYS ONLY
4/22/10 - 4/26/10
KOBALT
111111
P RTER
C BLE.

now

$89

was
$109

2-Piece 18-Volt NiCd
Cordless Combo Kit
•Includes 1/2' drill/driver,
6-1/2' circular saw.
1 -hour charger and
2 batteries #37894
20-Drawer Ball-Bearing
Rolling Tool Cabinet
•Professional tool organizer
•Full extension heavy-duty ball
beanng drawer slides
*258147 and #258180

Recommended
Best Buy

PORTER
CABLE.

Tools not included

no

$129 1749

227-PIECE
FREE SOCKE
T SET

4-Piece 18-Volt NiCd
Cordless Combo Kit
•Includes 1/2' drill/driver
6-1/2" circular saw,
reciprocating saw and
flashlight •2 batteries #36099

*266610(a199 value)
with purchase of #258147 and #258180. or #268962 and
#268967, or #112374. Discount taken at register.
Offer valid 4/22/10 - 4/26/10. See store for details.

While
supplies
Last.

Cessation
class starting
date extended

LASER
LEVELS
now

$199

$129

Was $259
3i-Piece 18-Volt
Lithium Ion Cordless Combo Kit
*Includes drill driver, impact driver and flashlight
dTwo 1.5Ah battenes included *306201

NEW LOWER PRICE!

;299

was

Applies to laser
levels marked with
yellow clearance labels.
Price reflects discount.
Starts 4/22/10. While

CAIMPISELL
Af,dlif,IFELJ1

was $229

4-Piece 18-Volt NiCd
Cordless Combo Kit
.Includes dolVdnver. impact
driver, reciprocating saw
and pivoting head flashlight
#79897

HITACHI
1rrril
I. -7-711"71
now
was
$97

$69

7-1/4" 15-Amp

Circular

Saw with Case
.0-55 bevel #200152

See store for details.

111.0111ALT

SPECIALVALUE:

$69

was
$99

10-Piece

Rotary Tool Kit
#61607

#278610

Pliers and
Wrench Set

FREE $10 off
#240888

SPECIALVALUS!
now
was
$748
$1428
20-Piece 1/4" Drive
Socket Ratchet Set
•Lifetime warranty *96603

SPECIALVALUEI
now
was
$9'

$597

7-1/4" 24T Carbide-Tipped
Circular Saw Blade
#189404

01)

r77:1
now
$1998 sW
39
a!

5.5-Amp Spiral Saw

BUY ONE GET ONE

QUICK-CHANGE FOLDING
LOCK-BACK UTILITY KNIFE

:71

supplies last. Selection
may vary by store.

4-Piece Pneumatic Nailer Combo Kit
•Kit includes brad nailer. roundhead framing nailer,
15-gauge angle finish nailer and stapler *52544

y5oou rp unrecxhtase

Included with purchase of specially marked DEWALT drive guide
screwdriving set *94040. Offer valid 4/22/10 - 4/26/10.
While supplies last. See store for details.

now

11.0111ALT
Di-WALT

Offer valid 4/2210-426/10
50% discount taken at register per
rtern See store for details

$
697

YIP

12-Piece Drive Guide

Screwdriving Set
*94040

Find hundreds of NEW LOWER PRICES in store.
*stalls on our policies and services: Pnces may vary after 4/26/10 if there are market vanations. "Was" prices in this advertisement were in effect on 4/1 5/10 and
?nay vary based on Lowe's Everyday Low Price policy. See store for details regarding product warranties. We reserve the right to limit quantities. While Lowe's strives
to be accurate, unintentional errors may occur. We reserve the right to correct any error. Prices and promotions apply to US locations only, and are available while
$upplies last. © 2010 by Lowe's'. All rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks of LELL.C.
(R100491-2)

111
15/10 and
'we's strives
bie while
001/1004912/003.004005.006.007.008 010 011 014 018 019 021.023.027.028.031.034.049.052.065.066 072673 077 078.079.082 083 090 091.093 094.095 096 104 106 107 100 112.126.127 131

conference al Kentucky Dam
Village State Park this semester.
Murray State University was
chosen as one of the first four
celebrations to be funded by a
National Science Foundation
grant
for
Broadening
Participation in Computing'
along with those in Minnesota.
South Carolina and New
Mexico.
Intended to pair career women,
in computing with undergraduate and graduate students, the
conference included keynote
speaker, Dr. Julie Adams of
Vanderbilt University, who
spoke about her research with
the Human Machine Teaming
Lab at Vanderbilt, which she
established in 2003.
Research scientist Dr. Annet
Bracy from Intel presented "The
Myths and Musts of Research,"
Jennifer Marsman of Microsoft
spoke on "How a Geekettet
Found Happiness in Industry'.
and Dr. Lecia Barker of the,
National Center for Women and
Information
Technology/University of Texas
presented "Retaining Women in
CS
with
Research-Based
Initiatives."
Participants benefited fronr;
poster sessions highlighting stu-_,
dent projects from several universities. lightning talks, panel.
discussions and talking with.
other women in the field.'
Making "geek jewelry" was the:
highlight for Friday night, and'
submitting resumes and interviewing with several IT companies and graduate schools completed the conference.
The winner from the graduate
and undergraduate poster sessions each received a scholarship t$1,600)to attend the international 2010 Grace Hopper
Celebration in Atlanta. Lauren
Schmidt, a senior double major.
in computer science and tnathemanes student at Murray State,'
was the undergraduate winner'
for her research
project.
"Knowledge-Poor Pronominal
Resolution."

135.136.140 141.142

I to the Ledger
Sritc
niaCooper was a heavy
smoker for 36 years, trying
eight times to kick the habit.
Yet, on the ninth attempt, at age
57, Tom tried something different - combining nicotine
replacement therapy with a
smoking cessation program and it worked.
The Cooper-Clayton Method
To Stop Smoking was developed by Thomas Cooper and'
Richard Clayton, and is a 13week program, which provides
weekly education sessions in
conjunction with a warm,
accepting, support group environment. The program encourages the use of nicotine replace-.
ment therapy, but the support
group is crucial to being successful.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for Health.
& Wellness will be offering this..
13-week
program
every
Tuesday from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., and has extended the start
date to Tuesday. April 27. The
Cooper-Clayton class is being,
presented by MCCH and the:
Center for Health & Wellness.
The Cooper-Clayton Methocli
is facilitated by healthcare professionals specially trained in
evaluating individual smoking
patterns. introducing behavior
modification techniques, leading group discussions, and minimizing relapse. The program
offers expertise, encouragement, and the motivation needed to become smoke-free.
Pre-registration is required.
To register, please call the
Center for Health & Wellness at
762-1348.
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PRI..I' BASEBALL

Lakers, Marshals team up to host Ky. Lake Invitational
TOUGH SCHEDULE,
INJURIES HAVE
CALLOWAY HOPING
TO GET ABOVE .500
Sy TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Together everyone achieves more.
Sure. it's cliche, but usually true.
That's the motto Calloway County
coach Zach Hobbs and first-year
Marshall County head man Billy
fhorpe are taking on in co-hosting the
Kentucky Lake Invitational, which
begins today.
The tournament features eight of the
top programs from western Kentucky

and west Tennessee and will be split
"We both wanted to get a good tourinto two pools, one of which will play nament down here with good
teams,
at Calloway, the other at Marshall.
and we decided to give this a shot,"
The grand finale will be a Saturday Hobbs said.
night championship game pitting the
In the past. Calloway's tournaments
winners of both pools against one have always followed a round-rob
in
another at Calloway's Laker Field.
format. With the addition of pool play
Hobbs organized the field in a simi- and a championship game. Hobbs
lar fashion to last year's Calloway believes
the
Kentucky
Lake
County Tournament, then expanded it Invitational immediately becomes
more
to include two sites and a championship attractive.
game when the Marshals came on
"It's neat that you're actually comboard.
peting to win your pool," he said. "So
Thorpe was key in securing sponsor- we'll actually have a true winner of
the
ship from CFSB.
Kentucky Lake Invitational, and I think
In the future, the two coaches hope it will help simulate a postseason-game
to be able to further expand the field atmosphere."
with stronger teams, and perhaps
The tournament begins tonight at
include a site at Murray State's Reagan both sites and features Calloway hostField.
ing Henry County (Tenn.) and Marshall

hosting Lone Oak. Both games begin at
6:30.
The Calloway pool will include
Henry County (16-6). Hobbs' alma
mater Daviess County (7-8) and
Franklin-Simpson (8-9).
The Marshall pool features First
Region title contender Lone Oak (154), Ohio County (3-11) and Grayson
County (13-9).
Interestingly enough, the Lakers and
Marshals both head into the Kentucky
Lake Invitational with more important
things on their minds.
The 4th District foes will square off
on Monday and Tuesday in a crucial
series that will go a long way in determining seeding for the district tournament.

Lain
Aweght
(at Calloway Co.)
Calloway
vs. Henry Co. 60 pm
(so Marsh.Co.)
%AarshaN
vs Lone Oak 610
Miley
(et C.allsway Co.)
Calloway Co vs. DwAsiss Co. 0 pal.
Frank.anip
Henry Co. &30
(at Ilarahail Co.)
Marsha Co
Ohio Go.
8p.m.
Lone Oak vs ayson Co 0730
-8
Calloway Co.)
Calkoway Co
Frans.-Ivrp. 10 cm.
'esroesa Co vs
.-Sanp 1230pM.
Henry Co vs
Co
3 p tn.
Chamois...644
arm
Co.)
(al
Marshall Co. vs
yson Co. 10 am.
Grayron Co. vs
Co. 19 30 0"
Ohio Co vs. Lone at
5pj1.

IN See BASEBALL, 11

FOOTBALL
Murray,
Calloway
finalize
football
schedules

PREP

PREP TRACK & FIELD

S4lulcis
rally for
8-7
vi4ory
wo N'S

Two TEAMS MEET
Auc. 27 AT MSU
Staff Report
Both local high schools
recently finalized their 2010
football schedules.
Changes were few as the
teams prepar to compete in the
second year of two-year scheduling contracts.
However. Calloway County
will face a new opponent in
2010, taking on Greenwood on
Sept. 3 at the Wildcat Chevrolet
Bowl in Trigg County.
The Lakers have participated
in the bowl for the past three seasons, but have faced the homestanding Wildcats in all three
trips.
Greenwood, a Class 6A
squad, went 10-4 in 2009 and
won district and regional championships. advancing all the way
to the state semifinals before
falling to eventual champion
Louisville St. Xavier.
The game will give Calloway
a look at a future district opponent.
The Gators will become part
of a realigned Class 4A, District I
in 2011 after their school loses
students to newly formed South
Warren, which will also join
Calloway, Lone Oak and
Hopkins County Central in 1-4A.
Currently, the Lakers have
just nine games scheduled for
2010 as head coach Josh McKee]
remains hopeful of finding an
Oct. 2 opponent to replace Fulton
County.
The Lakers and Pilots will no
longer play after last year's onfield fight that resulted in 19 total
suspensions and assault charges
against a Fulton County player.
Murray's schedule remains
virtually unchanged as the Tigers
attempt to build upon a memo
rabic 12-1 season and repeat as
Class 2A District I cLinapions.
Calloway will take its turn in
hosting the Crosstown Classic,
which will be played Aug. 27 at
7:30 p.m. at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Full schedules can be found
below.

2010 PREP FOOTBALL
Murray (12-1)
Date
Aug 20
Aug 27
Sept 3
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Oct 1
Oct 15
Oct 22
Oct 29

Opponent (2009 Record)
at Macksonvile-N Hopluns(5-6,
at Calloway Co'
(3-8)
FULTON CITY 12-91
FULTON CO (0-10)
BALLARD MEMORIAL 14-8)
TRIGG GO 'S (7-5)
at Reidland* (4-8)
at Caldwell Go'(4-7)
HEATH'(4-7)
at Crittenden Co (10-3)

GOLF EGINS
OVCrm.E
DEFENSli TODAY

Let It
Ride
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger
Times

ABOVE: Undey Hunt prepares for lift-off in the triple
lump during the MurrayCalloway
County
AllCorners track meet at Roy
Stewart
Stadium
on
Tuesday. Results were not
available at press time this
morning.
RIGHT: Bethany Harlan
(left) takes off as she gets
set to take the handoff from
Beth Courtney during a
girls relay Tuesday.

-- district game
— Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Stadium
• — Homecoming

Calloway County (3-8)
Data
Aug 20
Aug 27
Sept 3
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Oct 9
Oct 22
Oct 29

Opponent(2009 Record)
CALDWELL CO
MURRAY"
vs Greenwootro
MAYFIELD*
at Heath
PADUCAH TILGHMAN
at Lone Oak'
at Hopkins Co Central*
at Graves Co

'— distnct game
^ — Crosstown Classic at Roy Stew.1
Stadium
— Homecoming
% -- Wildcat Chevrolet Bowl at Trigg Co

ROUNDUP

COLLEGE HOOPS

Mid-Continent signs CCA's Rommelman

Staff Report
Mid-Continent I'm versity head basketball coach Winston Bennett announced
Wednesday the signing of Lyle Rommelman
from Community Christian Academy in
Paducah to an NAIA Letter of Intent to play
for the Cougars beginning with the 2010-11

season.
A 6-0 guard. Rommelman averaged 18.9
points per game for CCA as a senior. He is
the son of Dr. Monte Rommelman and Kim
Rommelman.
"Lyle deserves all the acclaim he gets
because of how hard he has worked through-

out his career," said CCA coach B.B.
Kendrick.
Bennett added his praise to Kendrick's.
-He is a tremendous athlete and has a
great following and support." said the former Kentucky basketball standout. "He is a
tremendous shooter."

By MSU Spos Information
Southern II ois catcher
Brian Bajer del ered an RBI
single in the
ttom of the
eighth inning to c off a Saluki
rally as Murray ate fell. 80.
Wednesday afterioon at Abe
Martin Field.
SIU (17-21) git a one-out
double down the rtht-field line
off the bat of Mk Johnson.
Following a walk ajer delivered the game-winn g hit to left
field.
MSU (19-18) tI atened in
the top of the ru
as Zac,:h
Noonan and Wes
nningham
singled to start the ning, but
• SIU shut the door
re as the
next three hitters weft retired on
a popup, a strikeout lnd a foul
out.
The Salukis got orsthe board
in the first inning is Blake
Pinnon singled into th• hole ,at
short and scored m Chris
Serritella's two-run hofte run to
right center. A walk, sisgle and
fielder's choice put runners On
the corners with two outs and
SIU added a run as the rtnner,at
first got in a run down long
enough to allow the runner from
third to score.
SIU added a run in the sec
ond as Michael Stalter doubled
to left center on the first pitch of
the inning and later scored on a
wild pitch with two outs.
The Breds offense responded
in a major way in the third
Jonathan Craycraft was hit by ••
pitch and scored on Elliot Frey'two-run home run to left field
Noonan walked, but was erased
on a fielder's choice off the bat
of Cunningham. Cunningham
advanced all the way to third on
a wild pitch, before scoring on
Bryan Propst's double down the
right field line. Daniel hill plated
Props( as he delivered an REll
single up the middle on an 0-2
pitch. Jason Laws moved Hill to
third with a double off the base
of the wall in left field. Cory
Hodskins drove in the fifth run
of the inning with a groundout to
short.
MSU added to its lead in the
sixth as Hodskins singled to
center and went to third on
Brandon Elliott's double to right
center. Kyle Tiernan pinch bit
and drove in a run with a
groundout to second. Frey
drove in the second run with a
line drive off the glove of tie
pitcher.
SIU battled back in the sixth
as a walk and single put two on
with out. Austin Montgomery
delivered a pinch-hit RBI double to left field, ahead of Chris
Murphy's two-run single to right
field.
Ben Lady (0-1) took the loss
after allowing one run on two
hits over two innings. Keller
•See MSU, 11
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COLLEGE FOOTFALL

If Big Ten opts to go big, it might not go alone

yledger.0011111

By RALPH D. RUSSO
AP College Football Wnter
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.(API - On a day
Jim Delany made news by saying, essentially. nothing new about the Big Ten's potential
expansion plans, Southeastern Conference
commissioner Mike Slive let it he known
that his league is not about to stand by idly
tithe landscape of college football dramatically shifts toward the Midwest.
Even before Delany held an informal
news conference during a break in
Wednesday's BCS meetings at the Royal
Palms Resort and Spa. Slive casually let

Dnal
head
arlativnel
Co.)
p rn.

CO.)
CIO pin,

reporters know that he, too, had some things
to say and would be delighted to get together with them later.
While Slive is not a man to actively duck
the media, he has never seemed to mind
NOT being in the spotlight. So it was noteworthy that he was so eager t,) take questions when his league - arguably the most
powerful in college sports -- is the least
likely to be effected by anything the Big Ten
does.
But a few hours after Delany mostly
ducked questions, Slive strolled into a small
conference room, took a spot near the head

Co.)
o e

IVCORM INcrAsem
Sponsored By

The Insurance Center of Murray

of a long wooden table filled with reporters
and - like the good lawyer that he is -gave this attention-grabbing opening statement:
"If there is going to he a significan shift
in the conference paradigm, the SEC will be
strategic and thoughtful to make sure it
maintains its position as one of the nation's
pre-eminent conferences." he said.
In other words, tithe Big Ten becomes a
16-learn super conference. don't be surprised tithe SEC becomes the second.
"I won't sit back and just ignore what's
going on around me," Slive said.

Business•Home•Car•Health •Life
"lour more than one company agency!"

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pet GB
Nen
11
3 786
Tampa Bay
11
4 733
1/2
Toronto
9 7 563
3
Boston
6 9 400 51/2
Baltimore
2
125
10
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
11
4.733
Detroit
8 7 533
3
Cleveland
6 8 429 41/2
Kansas City
6 9 400
5
Chicago
5 10 333
6
West Dsion
W
L Pct GB
Oakland
9 7 563
Sealtie
9
7 563
Los Angeles
8 8 500
1
Texas
5 93S7
3

BIC cost

Ca.)

MLB: ST. LOUIS 9, ARIZONA 4

p_ms.
0:30 grit

Rasmus rescues Redbirds

Co.)
op. to a.in.
12:3D p en.
prn.
7 p.a.

RASMUS HITS 2 HRs, CONNECTS IN 9TH TO LEAD CARDS

ca.)
n 10 tan.

ao ph.
3 pot.
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PHOENIX AP, --- Colby
Rasmus and the St. Louis
Cardinals took advantage of
another Arizona bullpen meltdown,
• Rasmus homered twice.
including a tiebreaking shot in
the ninth inning Wednesday
night that gave the St. Louis
Cardinals a testy, 9-4 win over
the Arizona Diamondbacks.
The benches emptied in the
second inning when Cardinals
ace Chris Carpenter, after being
hit by a pitch from Edwin
Jackson, tried to take out
Arizona second baseman Kelly
Johnson on a double-play ball.
No punches were thrown.
It was 4-all when Rasmus
opened the ninth with a home
run off Chad Qualls (0-I), who
was roundly booed by the crowd
of 19.165. The Cardinals wound
up scoring five times in the
inning, capped
by
Skip
Achumaker's three-run homer
off Bob Howry.
Rasmus hit a two-run homer
:201 the first inning.

"I felt like my swing was
where I wanted it to be,"
Rasmus said.
The Diamondbacks' loss further illuminated their bullpen's
struggles this season.
"It's getting pretty ridiculous
to be honest, and it's no fun to
lose these games." manager A.J.
Hinch said. "It's hard to find
new ways to describe late inning
failures, where they scratch not
one. not two, but multiple runs
on top of us to take us out of
games."
Qualls said he's frustrated
with his start, which includes
three blown saves in five
chances this season.
"I worked my butt off to get
healthy this year and it's just not
paying of right now," he said.
"That's just the way baseball
goes and I have to keep grinding
it out and keep doing what I do
everyday and I know it's going
to turn around."
RICK SCUTERI / AP
Jason Motte( I-I)got the vic- Colby Rasmus crosses home plate after hitting
his sectory. The Cardinals have won all ond home run Wednesd
ay against the Arizona
five of their series this season.
Diamondbacks in the ninth inning.

Tuesday's Games
Toronto 4 Kansas City 3
Boston 7. Texas 6
Minnesota 5. Cleveland 1
Chicago White Sox 4. Tampa Bay 1
LA Angels 6. Detroit 5
N Y Yankees 7 Oakland 3
Seattle 3. Baltimore 1
Wednesday's Games
Kansas City 4. Toronto 3. 10 innings
Boston 8 Texas 7. 12 innings
Minnesota 6 Cleveland 0
Tampa Bay 12 Chicago White Sox 0
Detroit 4 L A Angels 3
N Y Yankees 3 Oakland 1
Seattle 4 Baltimore 1
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Talbot 1-1) at Minnesota
(S.Baker 2-1). 12 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Sabathe 2-0) at Oakland
IBraden 2-01 2 35 p m
Texas IC Wilson 0-11 at Boston
(Buchholz 1-1). 610pm
Tampa Bay IJ Shields 1-0) at Chicago
White Sox (Peavy 0-0) 7 10 p m
Detroit Nertander 0-1) at L.A Angels
ISaunders 1-21 905 p.m.
Frtday's Games
Baltimore IGuttne 0-2) at Boston
(Lester 0-2). 6'10 p m
Toionto (Cecil 0-0) at Tampa Bay
IGarza 3-0). 6.10 p m
Detroit (Scherzer 1-1) at Texas
Feldman 1-1), 7 05 p.m
Minnesota (Pavano 2-1) at Kansas City
iMeche 0-1), 7 10 pm
Seattle (Rowland-Smith 0-11 at Chicago
White Sox (Floyd 0-2),2,10 p.m
Cleveland )WestbroOk 0.11 at Oakland
(Duchscheier 1-0). 9-05 p m
NY Yankees (A J.BuMett 2-0) at LA
Angels IE Santana 1-21. 9 05 p m

I Baseball
From Page 110
With one game Thursday, another Friday,
nd potentially as many as thteirtrVin
,Saturday. both coaches will keep tight reins
On their top pitchers.
"Monday and Tuesday are our priorities,"
says Hobbs. "We'll throw Dylan (Dwyer) a
Jittle on Thursday or Friday, give him 50 or
, 60 pitches. and we'll probably throw everybody a little bit on Saturday.
. "We'll throw everybody this weekend.
.,Marshall is in the same boat, and I think
do something similar."
The Lakers sit at an unimpressive 8-9 on
the season, but have played a strong schedule that has included the likes of Henderson
county (ranked No. 12 in the state by KHSBCA), Louisville Southern, Graves County,
Christian County and a Beech (Tenn.)squad
,.•

that Hobbs calls the best high school team man Jordan Dawson for the foreseeabl
e
he has ever seen.
future.
-Thiee's really only boen.ease bap,analis.mar-- "They.= both improving as the
year
tically, that I thought we should have won." goes, and it may be a deal where
they split
he said. "I tell the guys I'm not worried time all year, even in the postseason
." he
about the record as long as we're getting said. "I've noticed that certain pitchers
prebetter and staying positive. I like being fer to throw to certain catchers, so
we may
under the radar. and I think we'll have a just stick with it."
good chance come tournament time."
Hobbs identifies improved defensive
The Lakers have also played without cru- play as a key to winning this weekend
and.
cial pieces of their lineup due to injuries. especially, in looming district series
with
Shortstop and starting pitcher Austin Marshall and Murray.
Hargrove missed several weeks with a hand
"We've got to stop giving teams extra
injury, and senior outfielder Ben Hudson outs in innings." he said."A lot of the defenwill be missing from the lineup this week- sive mistakes we're making are mental,
and
end with a leg injury.
that's expected. because we have a lot of
The open catcher position is still just that young players out there. Young teams make
-open-and Hobbs says he will continue mistakes, and ours have been exposed
more
to platoon junior Kody Rudolph and fresh- because of the schedule we've played."

onship will be a 54-hole event
with one round each played
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
at the 6,049-yard, par-72 course.
The first tee time Thursday is at
8:30 a.m.
Murray State is the defending
champion in the OVC after they
won their seventh title in 2009 at
Crooked Creek Golf Course in
London, Ky.
Murray State head coach
Velvet Milkman was named
OVC Coach of the Year after her
squad led from start to finish.
"Definitely, having the experience of being in the hunt last
year will be a big plus for our
team going into the 2010 tournament," she said. "This is always
a very competitive tournament
and I expect this year to be no
different."
Eight teams go for the OVC
title including Austin Peay,
Eastern
Illinois.
Eastern
Kentucky. Jacksonville State,

Morehead State. Murray State,
Tennessee State and Tennessee
Tech.
The Racers enter the OVC
Championship having some
good finishes in the nine events
they've competed in since last
Sept.
MSLI won twice this season
in events they hosted starting
with the season-opening Drake
Creek Invitational Sept. 14 with
their best 54-hole total of 907.
They also won the NewWave
Communications Classic March
2 with a 36-hole 638.
The Racers turned in top-5
finishes at the Cincinnati Fall
Classic (Sept. 28), Lady Red
Wolf Classic (Oct. 13), Saluki
Invitational (March 29) and
EKU Lady Colonel Classic
(April I I ).
MSU is led by a senior trio of
Andrea
Downer.
Megan
McKinney and Joyce Trus.
Entering
the
OVC

1 ,
'1 7

GB
21 2
2 1 .2
4
4
412
GB
-1
1 1 12
2
3

Wednesday s Games
San Deg.
Washington 6 Coiorado 4
Milwaukee 8 Pittsburgh C
Chicago Cubs 9 NY Mets
Lit Dodgers 14 Cincinnati 6
Philadelphia 2 Atlanta 0
Houston 5. Florida 4
St Louis 9. Arizona 4
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 12 35 p m
Colorado at Washington. 4 35 p m
Chicago Cubs at NY Mets, 7 10 p m
LA Dodgers at Cincinnati 7 10 p m
Philadelphia at Atlanta 7 10 p in
Florida at Houston 8 05 p m
Friday's Games
LA. Dodgers (Haeger 0-1) at
Washington tAtilano 0-01 6 05 p m
Atlanta )Kawakami 0-2) at N Y Mets
(Maine 0-1) 6 10 pm
San Diego (Correia 2-1) at Cincinnati
iCueto 0-0). 6 10 p m
Pittsburgh (Maholm 1-li at Houston
(Oswalt 1-2) 7 05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Dempster 1-01 at
Milwaukee (Suppan 0-01 7 10 p m
Florida (Nolasco 1-0) at Colorado
(G Smith 1-1). 8 10 p m
Philadelphia IHarnels 2-1) at Anzona
(Benson 0-1). 8 40 p m
St Louis 1.1 Garcia 1-01 at San
Francisco iLincecum 3-0). 915 p m
Saturday's Games
LA Dodgers at Washington. t205 p
Atlanta at N.Y Mets, 12 10 pm
San Diego at Cincinnati, 12 10 p m
Pittsburgh at Houston. 605 p in
Chicago Cubs at Milwaukee. 6 10 pm
Florida at Colorado 7 10 p m
Philadelphia at Arizona. 7 10 p rn
St Louis at San Francisco 8 p in
Sunday's Games
San Diego at Cincinnati. 12 10 p m
LA Dodgers at Washington 12 35 p m
Pittsburgh at Houston. 1 05 p m.
Chicago Cubs al Milwaukee, 1109 in
Florida at Colorado. 2.10 p m.
St Louis at San Francisco, 305 p m
Philadelphia at Anzona,3 10 p.m
Atlanta at N V Mets. 7 05 p m

$18.00 for 18 Holes
$25.00 Play All Day

$1.00 Hotdogs
$1.00 Drinks

'Prices include cart

Play All
Pay Thursday
for 4,20
SENIOR RATES
$22.00

TWILIGHT SPECIAL

Weekdays

$29.00 Weekends & IloLtvI..s r.

$20.00 W'erkday
$2f1.00 Weekends & liolida‘•

Futures Golf Club
731-247-3221
Located 12 mil, South ot Munas. K1' on Has 541

Si iuth

,atown Ildit In Pursetr

•

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
** **
THE

MEET

CANDIDAT

E

HOWARD DUNCAN
Sat. April 24th a 11a.i. - 1 p.m.
Weaks Conimunity Center
Murray, KY

urasshopper True Zerolurn moiver, 3re the perte,t prestiiphon to cure the aches
and pains of mowing Our humanomir design. foam-padded steeling level's and
the industry's most comfortable seat are standard features, so operators stay fresh fix osed and alert
Teat (.1”
(.•iai.shoppei today Doctor's order,

tor more information.

GB

We're thanking you for
all your support!

MEET er GRfif

It's just what the doctor ordered.

65111gragit•PprerTOWer COM
,

W
L Pct
Philadelpc ,.1
Atlanta
Florida
Washington
' -.1/
New York
Central Division
W
LPct
SI Louis
10
5 667
Milwaukee
7
7 500
Pittsburgh
7
7 500
Chicago
6 9 400
Cincinnati
6 9 400
Houston
9 357
West Division
W
L Pct
San Diego
3 6 600
San Francisci
7 533
8
1'
Los Angeles
.'
1,00
Colorado
" "
Arizona

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *

- Use as directed -

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925

East DIV1S10,1

FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF

FOR RELIEF OF NECK
AND BACK PAIN

LAMB'S SMALL ENGINE

Tournament, Trus leads the team
with a 76.4 scoring average
which ranks her third in the
OVC, while Downer is eighth
in the OVC at 78.1. McKinney
is 18th in the league at 79.5.
The Racers also rely on sophomore Morgan Cross (80.0) and
junior Caroline Lagerborg
(81.2).
This will be the first time the
OVC has contested the championship at this course.
GreyStone. which opened in
1998 was designed by PGA Tour
pro Mark McCutnber and is a
short drive from Nashville.
Tenn.. on Interstate 40 west.

National League Standings
All Times CDT

Calloway &
Henry Co.
Wednesdays!

:1 MSU
From Page 10
,Candau (3-21 picked up the vic-iory after pitching a perfect
eighth inning, striking out one.
Bryant George (2) earned the
save after allowing no runs on
two hits in the ninth.
Frey finished the game by
going 2-for-4 with a home run
and three RBIs. Laws went 3for-S.
The Breds return to the dia. mond Saturday afternoon as
they begin a three-game Ohio
'Valley Conference series against
Eastern Illinois. The series gets
,underway at 1 p.m. at Reagan
•Field,
Women's golf begins OVC
title defense today
The Murray State v“)men's
golf team begins play in the
'2010 Ohio Valley Conference
Championship Thursday at
GreyStone Golf Club in
-Dickson. Tenn.
The OVC women's champi-

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355

David King

MEET g. GREET
Sat. April 24th' 5 p.ni. - 6 p.m.
'illy Pale Smith Farms
_

YOUR NEXT MOWER'

Kirksey, KY

Refreshments fr Food Served.
PAID FOR BY HOWARD DUNCAN
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ADJUSTMENTS
Adverosers are

requested

to crieci,

the first inserbon of their ads tor an',
error Merray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
,nseroon Any error should be reponed immediately so corrections can
be made
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Melo.
Personals
FInenclel
Roommate Vaanlod
Lost And Found
Hslp Werasell
Position Viateled
Clomseac & Childcare
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Leen It Carden

190
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200
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0
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370
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Fgon Equipment
Hoary Equipment
Sports Equipment
Freirood
Muses,
WOO. Horne tots Fp See
Yonne Homes .'o Sete
Rode Homes For Rent
Robe Home Lots For Rent
Rumness %MAO
APlortrnont, For Rent
Rooms For Rent
NOUS. For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commerce( Property
Pets & Supplies
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Land For Rant or Leese

430
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440
446
450
455
460
4713
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Riot East*
Lilo Property
Lots For Sae
Lots For Rerd
Farms For Saw
Acres..
Homes FOf Sale
akiorrycles 6 ATV.
Auto Parts
Spon Utety Sentries
Lased Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boma & Rotors
Sernue Offered
Free Column
Toner", & Supplies

I 3I
,
. `I

AN

DEADLINES

• 5-.

$8.50 Column Inch.
, Discount 2nd Run,
40'i Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 -1.i,Must R14,1 V1 ,thri Day
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Yon*
Weber

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.3 35 extra tor Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver}

Walrisdrg
1,,ascey

St 6Ilif. .71i.14
'FAawn; gam
wea.4:).-rs• ..ti.C,,,Rtii.IMINImKILP

kilt&
Fri.11ta.
RCA
11114.1pA
ThurIle.m.

Thur. p.m.

Way

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a m.-5:00
p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

REAL E

, VISA

Dining F

Drivewa

060

Heip Wonted

purchas

150
Articles
For Sale

Public Notice
The Board of the Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is pleased to make available the yearly
audit Any request for, copy of the audit will need
to made in person and in writing at the Murras
Calloway Transit Authority. 1111 Transit Way
Murray, KY 42071 For more information
please call 753-9725

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
AURORA Self Storage
will auction contents of
storage units: 25. 38.
57. 82, 87, 76.
Saturday, April 24
9:00 am.
NIR. 111 \HMI
Ih.cr
stlt.
,to
twos(' 1111111
vveltsilt.:
Iti

u

FOUND Female black
ab mix, Irvin Cobb Rd
area. found Saturday
4117, less than a year
old. 293-9339.
FOUND Male, bull dog
mix, black/white, wearing black collar with
tags Found on SW
side of town
293-4477
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger &

753-94i3s
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Roomate(s) wanted to
share house expenses
Separate living quarters.
No
lease
required.
270-978-7382.
IF I OU HAVE LOST
lilt FOUND A PET
11. ILL RUN AN Al)
DAY FOR FREE
Murray Ledger 8 Times
270-753-1916

Call 753-1916
LOST BORDER
Collie male, East
Calloway, 280-Hwy.
(270)227-8225

BE THE
BIGGEST LOSER
of 2010 Lose Weight,
Win Cash & Pnzes &
Have Fun! For only
$36.00 you will receive
12 weeks of personal
coaching, free metabolism test and group
support.To pre-register
cali Courtney at
(8881 290-4578
Bring along a friend or
family member'

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger conk
you will be redirected
to kitinetwork corn
By detault.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
Howeser as a national
website, not all listings
on the iobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Mune!. Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Joh listings Thank you

NOTICE OF APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Paducah Electrical Joint Apprenticeship &
Training Committee is accepting applications for
apprenticeship on the first Friday of each month
between the hours of 800 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. at
the J.A.T C. Office, located at 2110 Shade Tree
Drive Paducah, KY 42003.
All applications will be accepted wKriout regard
to age. race, religion, gender, or national origin.
Each applicant must meet all basic requirements
to be eligible for an interview. Requirements are:
17 years of age (18 at time of indenture), high
school graduate, GED or Associates Degree,
active drivers license, birth certificate and proof
of one full credit in Algebra 1. Applicants have 60
days from date of application to supply required
information. Applicants will be required to take
an
aptitude test to
qualify for
an
interview_ Applicants will be selected for
apprenticeship in order of their ranking from the
interview sessions.
Temporary Horticultural
Agricultural Labor
4-20-10 to 12-05-10 KYS399853
AHLP Assoc. Murray, KY (8) Openings
Farm Laborer/Nursery Laborer
Wage $7.2518.00 3/4 contract hours
guaranteed. all tools and equipment at no
charge. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting at no cost. Transportation and
subsistence pay. after 50% of contract
completed. Transport daily to worksite. Apply
for this Job at the nearest office of state workforce agency in this state. Using job numbers
above with a copy of this advertisement.
Subject to random drug test at employers cost
ARE YOU EXTRAORDINARY?
Close-knit, fast paced CPA fu-rn seeking
expenenced, multi-tasking bookkeeper
Ou,c1,Books profi,-;iency experience in payroll and
taxation, and great sense of humor a plus.
Email resume with cover letter and three
references to pbelleffoxcpa.com.
No phone calls or drop-ins

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position:
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Bnfthaver, of Benton is currerlity
accepting applications for a full•time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
iriiicellent benefit package Must be licensee
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

MURRAY
STATE UNIVERSITY

April
Showers
,4013ring May 4Flowers!

OPERATOR B
Full-time position with benefits
(midnight shitt). High school graduate,
three years related experience at a
similar heating, cooling or industnal
facility requiring multi-talented, craft
achievements, Salary $10.20 hourly.

MLRRAI

Apply online & view additional details
at: www.murraystatejobs.com

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
I 3
I If ma.......
I 1 yr.

Womervmmontres encouraged to apply
An EEO, MF/D, AA employer

Local Mall
a, I

3 too.
1 yr.

435.00

e
060
Help Wanted

6110.00

I i-All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo. ..............$75.00
3 sae.
6 me.-.-...--$9111.00 6 mo.
496.11111 I
I yr.--.4120.011 1 yr. .....-...-.4145.00
I
I
Check
Money Order
Visa
NIA
I
I
Name
Rest of KY/TN
iYisrven A &Ahem.

I

I
I
I
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e
e
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Mail this coupon with pas rnent
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(jr call (2701 753-1916
I.

GREAT
Tawomm•un

•

ENERGETIC person
for rental property.
Computer experience
with Quicken books.
Light bookkeeping and
housekeeping.
Occasion transponalion to Nashville &
back the same day
$7.55/HR
+gas allowance. Call
752-0201

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
FULL-TIME NPRN
position available
Must enjoy working
with the elderly. Apply
in person at Fern
Terrace. 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE

•10 'place a
('lailiet1 itI
tall 7.-)3-i()1()
111 liti(; ad, dirt' lititeiCli 011
0111

ii

fril I

HANDYMAN- Prefer
experience in roofing
plumbing, light electrical & mowing. Prefer
pick-up truck but must
have reliable transportation. Start at
$8.0C/hr & gas
allowance. Call Nelson
Shroat. (270)752-0201

STORM
SHELTERS

MBC Storage

or Mayfield KY.

10X 10 and 10X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

Call

Behind Murray Business Center

Starks Bros.
Rome& In Benton

possesE

lead Oa:

CLERK
Fast growing industry
has an immediate
full time opening for an
inventory
clerk.
Applicant must possess extensive knowledge and experience
in inventory and purchasing, the use and
application
of
Quickbooks as well as
excellent
computer
skills Professionalism,
good communication
skills and people skills
are a must. Please
send
resume
to
Personnel, BB Box 127
co The Paducah Sun.
PO
Box
2300,
Paducah, KY 42002.

ROAD

Frost fret

freezer- <

SATURDAY

lamp tab]

6:30-1

LPN needed for physician office, 8 to 5
Monday through
Friday. Please send
typed resume to P.O.
Box 1040-H, Murray.
KY 42071
NEEDED expenenced
parts person for local
motor sports dealership. Please call
270-753-8078
TOM'S Grille is now
hiring
experienced
cooks, dishwashers &
cashiers/hostesses.
Apply in person after
1:00pm .

entertainment

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
35-50HP utility type
rector, late model,
good condition with
cab. 293-5510.
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th,
Murray

Articles
For Safe
GOLF carts gas &
electnc 293-6430
METAL Roofing
#1 40 year 29-ga
$1 99
#2 non warranty 29ga $1 76
19 different colors
Country Metals
(270)970-7084
NEW 10x14 portable
home addition extenor
door, window, metal
roof, vinyl siding, interior completely finished
Delivery and set-up
270-978-0984
portadditions At buildersmaitnet
TROY
Bill
Riding
Mower 42" deck, 7
speed. 175 HP. $550
227-9827

guilts & t

other ock
framed p

magazinr
center, chest, etc
Apoliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

(270)753-1713

ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

160
Home Furnishings

812 Whitnell Ave.

WARD-ELKINS
o05 [South 12th St

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 MAPLE ST
(270)791-7653
Recliners S199
Inlo +. 4 chili,

28R, LOT $8,500
753-6012
270
Motile Norms For Saki
07 Giles 16x70, viny
siding. 26R, 2BA, like
new. 270-489-2525.

NICE 2 beoroom, no
pets. 753-9866
NICE 28R $285.00.
No cats 753-6012

CNIdrere
DO you need some
where for your child to
spend the summer? A
safe Christian environment to have fun?
Come loin the All-star
program at Kidztown
Academy Call 7615439 for more information

Glassware.

for sixes & prices

PER SO

FRIDAY &

I-800-455-3001
IN

the auct

YARD SALE
1138 WISWELL

320
Apirenents For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

753-3853
Apertmenb For Rent
LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696,
293-4600
NEAR university. Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities Quiet,
What you've been
looking for $450 +
deposit
(270)978-0913
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056

16R apt furnished
Call 753-3474
1BR, IBA. 1.5 blocks
from MSU, C/H/A, new
windows.
$335/mo
Deposit and references
required
492-8069,
970-8412.
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR near MSU, appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR, 1 5BA, townahouse
very
nice
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR, Carport, patio,
redecorated,
W/D
hook-up, new appliances,
pets
no
$385/mo 293-6070
46R, C/HiA, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
48F1, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
(inc and Two
Bedroom Apartments
270-753-8556
TIM I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

liar

2BR farm house, I
bath, lust outside of
city limits 94W.
$550/mo. 753-2225 or
759-1509
3BR 1BA appliances,
211 S. 16th.
$725.00/mo.
(270)556-0925
3BR. 1BA. W&D
included. $650/mo,
$650/dep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR. IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo, $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
38R, 2BA. 2 car
garage, very nice.
Coleman RE
753-9898
FOR Sale or Lease
36R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
12 car garage
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR, appliances furnished, $395
rent $395 deposit, 1yr
lease, no pets
270-753-6156

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Fowl, npporldnity

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage Ail appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher
$510.mo 759-5885 or
293-7085
GREAT
apartment
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood. 2BR
1BA. w,c1 included, no
pets $400/mo Deposit
& lease required
293-5871

AAA Ministurage
-1,11 sties to
nt sour needs
Located by
Enauo radio station
751-8 597 9-

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-73-5562
ML RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121

& (.lendale.

10X10 $25 lihil5 $40
1270)436-2524
(270)293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•,We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

11WKS,
registered,
female, black lab,
$250 731-220-0099
AKC Golden Retnever
pups, shots, papers, 2
months free health
insurance (270)5646418
CORGI puppies. 6
wks, shots. AKC registered. $300 270-2055784.
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female,
ready third week of
April. 270-753-0531.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FEMALE,
AKC,
German
Shepherd.
black/tan, born 11-2709. $300
731-336-7287,
270-495-8974
RAT Terrier puppies.
wormed, 2 males. 2females, $75.00
270-753-2293
SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed $300 270251-0310 evenings

100 Head Sell
Black Angus Female
Production Sale Noon
Saturday Apnl 24
Lone Oaks Farm,
10000 Lake
Hardeman, Middleton
TN Call for Catalog
(731) 376-0011
BRAHAM Bull pure
bred, gray, 3 years,
tame/ friendly, $700
227-8267

SPECIAL!!!
This lx1.5
couldbe yours

pans- sm
MOVING SALE
1402A MICHELLE
DRIVE
253-514-5415
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
9:00-3:00
SATURDAY
9:00-12:00
Furniture, towels,
rugs, household
items. TV, pillows
& lots more
Cash only.

GARAGE SALE
2016 CAROL DP.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Buy's 3T-5, plus
axes 1X-3X,
turndure, white
wicker, child's gator
(Ole new), toys
galcre, radio flyer
wagon, nice purses.
glassware.

Yard Sale
347
Bill Butler Rd
Hardin
Thursday 4/22
and Friday 4/23
7am
Childrer's name
brand clothing 0-3T,
juniors and Men's
clothing and shoes
Baby Gear
and Toys.

goof us gl

jar- dolls-

footed du
chairs- la

tools- har

saw- pre.

No
For moi

• Duplex for so
Northwood.
270-293-144(

7Wor
Nate la 6.• r.r1,1.1 ,1

Renr.

INSIDE
MOVING SALE
622 Lafollette Ave.
Friday
7:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
April 23, 2010
Furnishings,
clothing. and

C
ii

Itt..7,

WANTED: A
acres, mostly
' rolling, lake
site, preferat
without housi
road frontage
270-354-522f

other misc. items

INSIDE
111.1.RD
94 Last. Old
lircitkIiniti [M4...12:00-6:00 1)
.Ni.
Oaily
I
Furnishings _
& other misc.
items. '
YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK
FRIDAY
Mississippi Mud
Cake, antique kettle, quilt, nice comforter, blankets,
books, toys, cooler,
booster seat,
clothes many sizes
ladies leans size.
5, boys 10,
much more

Need 1
Promotini
Busing
Callus we
glad to
Murray Le
Time

27O-753
HOUSE Fl

0

31
Bnck, 2,400
3BR 2BA w
Lg detached
Call

RUMMAGE
SALE

Sunda

ST. LEO
CHURCH
SATURDAY

for ONLY S85
per month.

full size t

401 N. 12TH ST.

Up to 20 words.

SATURDAY

(270)753-1916

6:00-2:00

1
Brick 21
E xtr
(270) 8

Ledger & Times

CLASSWIEDS

Nturray Ledger & Times

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
AP L , 0 I
6531 State Route 94 West
Water Valley, KY
Located near the
Pilot Oak Community

WM*

VISA

Yird Sels

YARD SALE
138 WISWELL
ROAD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
6:30-7
Glassware,
entertainment
inter, chest. etc

AOVING SALE
.02A MICHELLE
DRIVE
253-514-5415
THURSDAY.
FRIDAY &
9:00-3:00
SATURDAY
9:00-12:00
umiture, towel&
ugs, household
ems, TV, pillows
& lots more
Cash only.

GARAGE SALE
016 CAROL DP.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Boy's 3T-5, plus
szes 1X-3X,
ttrniture. white
icker, child's gator
(hie new), toys
talcre, radio flyer
egoi, nice purses,

glassware.

Yard Sale
347
Bill Butler Rd
Hardin
-hursday 4/22
nd Frday 4/23
lam
Thildrer's name
end clothing 0-3T.
iniors and Men's
>thing and shoes
Baby Gear
and Toys

I.Mte Property
Unbelievable

Duplex for sale ;n
Northwood. $98.000
270-293-1446

Log Cabin Sate
Sat April 24th

urra, Ledger & Times Fair
Housing &cl Notice
Si! real estate adt rrtNed herein
o tuhret i,, th.. Federal Fan
Ikneang Art Much nukes a
liegal iii *her*, ant. prehrr
Itrnitanor or thscnIninaton htted on raw ,olor roh

LOG CABIN & 2 AC
Only $69,900
w/ FREE Boat
Slips!
Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutting nature
preserve at 160.000
acre recreational lake
in KY
Excellent financing
Call now 1-800-7043154.x 3471.
kylakesale corn

h.r.11,3r
^,Votg,i onarr
Lroun11011 r'di, an suth preference.. linutahoo. disarm.non
State law. foritsi thscnnunahon
n the sak, rental or Ahern. ro:
ii rt'al

tr haw,:

ta,

,n

Ne mini knortInglt at.cept art
advertrang tor real thtale whirl,
nrIt ,lo4ahon or the law Al
pert.ont am,- herein tntormed
that ill dhellinias ads rrnsed are
adable on an equal Opportu
ih ha,
or further as...tan, ntth Far
-lousing Advertising requhr
ments. contact lstAA oun.el
Rene l' Milan 1111)f48-1001,

haw"

INSIDE

Friday

0 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

April 23, 2010
Furnishings.
clothing, and

=Mr!
WANTED Appx 40
acres, mostly wooded.
rolling, lake or lake
site, preferably with or
without house, country
road frontage
270-354-5226

ler misc. items

SRI/ S
4 LA.!, Old
.aki•

110-6:00
• Daily
!form'
.4truisitings
other Mike:.
• item". '

YARD SALE
.D CITY PARK
FRIDAY
ississippi Mud
ea. antique ketquilt, nice corntier, blankets, •
ks, toys. cools!,
iooster seat,
les many sizes,
lies leans size.
5. boys 10.
much more

Need help
4Promoting your
Business?

3 acre Ice in prestigious Saratoga Farms.
Beautiful country subdivision on the West
side of Murray, horses
allowed, One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond, First
time offered by owner
$79.900. now or
$85.000 listed in May.
Owner @931-2066767 pictures on midsouthhomes.net

Wed Cars
WHITE, 1991 Dodge
Stealth. 140,000-miles,
24 valve. V-6. 5-speed.
leather seals, moon
roof, COLD a/c. PS.
PB, stereo-AM/FM/CD
Extra clean, no rust, no
dents, runs FAST,,'
have reptile INS engine
and recovered the
leather seats There is
absolutely
nothing
wrong with this car
Don 731-593-5849

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
2007 black Mazda-3
29k miles. new tires 1
owner. $12.500
293-6640

270-753-1916

2009 brick
Home.
2.100 sq.ft.
living
space.
3BR, 2BA 1 + acre,
double garage, sun-oorn, hilltop view. 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
$144,000.
270-519-8570
2BR, IBA beck home
with 2nd level area for
play/ work room. New
hie
installed
08.
Updated to electircal
codes 07. Timberline
roof 07. Move-in ready
Located on .77 acre
lot, north of Murray on
Airport Rd. $99,500.
See now before tax
credit program ends on
April 30.
270-753-7976.
GORGEOUS,
5BR/3.5BA. New
paint, carpet, stainless
appliances & counters.
Pnvate deck off master suite. hardwood,
shaded backyard.
mature trees.
293-4230, 293-0878

New 2-4
Bedroom Weak
litivertlekl &auks.
BC Real
Prot

2S3-7172

;.Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
limes

Harm For Sam

3BR, 2BA with garage
Above ground pool
$140.000. 4-miles wes
of Murray.
270-293-6572

76111fONLE-009%
(270)761-L10

HOUSE FOR SALE - NEW LISTING

$15.00 & up
TAB Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated
978-5655, 759-9295
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
teal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
.Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

ATUR DAY

6:00-2:00

227-4646 436-5080

Tree

Maintenance & Debris Removal

Ron Frame Jr.
Res. 270-4.74-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
No Irk is corptes .111 Custom& is satisfirei

Worm's Turf
70413 State Route 94 W
Murray.ICY 420'71
2701486-4088
• Installation

Richard Price
270 293-8035
Jeremy Workman

1270 978-7812

Swam Offered
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
noe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Maior
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:Ir

1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Coast.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors. Vinyl
Siding,
Decks.
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair,
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR 'AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

11.1111ing
It

0%

Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

•

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
ri_Ilt01 II
' cleaning •ii

(270)753-TREE
(8733)
12701293-1118
"Emergency
LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE
Free lawn care
estimate
We are insurr,.
Get in WI
time

%\

270-753-2279

978-9514

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.

IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp.
293-8814
D&M Lawn Care
227-1916
11/141%% %I I RI- rtIR.
\l‘ I
&
RI ‘1011111 INC

( I. kRI.'S
I. V\ U %RE

nigIt53
%M
O
ha are towel es du
most experienced
in West Ky.
40.3 Tom Taylor Theil

11701 2.3-- 1958

75?e-riP

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 noun schwa
Res , Corn , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - bug or small

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
;unit & tree work.
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

111 ‘I I AVv-au
‘• \(.1 \II •1
• week)); & pei.ial pickups
• locally mimed/upended

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service.
Mowing,
shrubs. tilling, bushhogging, bladework.
270-978-0543
270-436-5277

LAWN Mowing
service. Insured.
16-years experience.
Call (270)759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

OPEN HOUSE

Sunday. April 25 • 2:00-4:00pm

4

•

HL

1
—

303 South 15th St
Brick, 2BR, IBA, hardwood, ceramic tile
Extra clean Great investment
$75,900
(270) 886-2271 Of (270) 305-9402

.DIVORCE with or without Children $125.00
With
FREE
name
change documents and
marital
settlement
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hrSi
7days 1-888-789-0198.
Anew CourtDivorceServi
ce COM

iiHELP
WANTED
Retired
coaches,
school teachers, or soccer moms with kids in
sports
Fundraising
company looking for
area
coordinators
Email
resume
to
Keith0EZTowel corn

-One order, One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250. For
more information. contact
the
classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821

Professional

Hamilton Cranite
‘larhle
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
10
,
Thad,„,
1 . t-1:22
ML Garage Doors
Installation. Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators. 293-2357_

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING
RegitIce

Flight Instruction

& Maielenstno
40 yrs-dxptitier-

(270)925-5387

(270)759-0501

759-1151 • 293-2783
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
1270)227-8417

QUICK
UNE STRIPING
-Parking lots
-Potholascrack repair
• Seal coating
available
Free Estimates

Justin Boggess
(270)293-2892

-HOST FAMILIES for
Foreign
Exchange
Students. ages 15-18 &
have own spending
money & insurance.
Cali Now for students
arriving
in
August!
Great fife experience. 1800 -SIBLING
*new else com
INSTRUCTIONAL
-AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high paying Aviation Career.
FAA approved program
Financial aid if qualified- Job Placement
Assistance
Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)2072053

.Indian Artifact AuctionSat. May 1. Holiday Inn
North,
Lexington,
Nearly 400 museumgrade relics, Call for
information and catalog,
1-800-466-3836 or see
our
ad
at
-APPROVED
FREE
Auctionzip corn
STATE WIA FUNDED
BUILDINGS
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING
*STEEL
BUILDING
You may qualify if
SALE! Save 40-50% on
Dislocated Worker. Laid
limited
inventory!
off,
Collecting
25x30. 30x40, 40x60,
Unemployment
Or
50x100,
60)(150.
exhausted
benefits.
Everything must go!
AMERICAN
HEAVY
Garage,
workshops.
EQUIPMENT TRAINheavy/ farm equipment
ING 866-280-5836
S torage
www.gieatameri- -ATTEND COLLEGE
cansteelspan.com
ONLINE from Home.
800-941-1138
•Medical, 'Business,
Paralegal.
BUSINESS
'Accounting, 'Criminal
SERVICES
Justice. Job placement
-FREE 6-Room DISH assistance. Computer
Network
Satellite available. Financial Aid
System, FREE HD- if qualified. Gail 866DVR! $19.99/mo. 120+ 4 6 0 - 9 7 6 5
Digital Channels (for 1 envw.CenturaOnline.co
year.) Call Now - $400
Signup BONUS, 1-866-Delta Career Academy
240-3344
Training Drivers ClassEQUIPMENT
A CDL Job placement
FOR SALE
assistance. Regional or
Long Haul. Call Mon
-NEW
Norwood
thru Fn. 7-5 (800)883S AWMILLS0171. Member BBB.
LumberMate-Pro hanClasses Start Monday
dles logs 34" diameter,
mills boards 28" wide.
MEDICAL
Autcmated quick-cycleHELP WANTED
sawing increases effi•Ky Health Training:
ciency up to 40%,
Certified
Clinical
www.NonvoodSawmills.
Medical Assistant EKG
corn/300N 1-800-661Technician, Nurse Aide
7746 Ext 300N
Training, Phlebotomy
FINANCIAL
training Lexington &
Georgetown.
Day
*CASH NOW Get cash
Night, Weekend classfor your structured setes. 859-963-2901, 888tlement or annuity pay2 7 4 - 2 0 1 8
ments. High payouts.
W WW kyhealthtraining.c
Call JG Wentworth. 1Of
,
866-SETTLEMENT (1866-738-8536). Rated
MISCELLANEOUS
A+ by the Better
•FREE 6 Room DISH
Business Bureau
Network
Satellite
FOR SALE
System! FREE HDDVR! $19.99imo 120+
-FASTER INTERNET,
Digital Channels (for
No Access to Cable or
lyear) Call Now- $400
DSL.1 NO PROBLEM,
Signup BONUS! 1-877Get
High-Speed
465-5745
Satellite
Internet
HURRY, Call NOW for a
MOBILE HOMES
LIMITED TIME OFFER,
•For Sale 3 Bedroom, 2
WildBlue
1-888-900Bath Doublewide Quiet
8160
country setting available Hurry, Only one
left Call 859-498-7578

•Asph.altinralta4

530
Servtes Offered

I

WILL mow, tnm
mulch, paint, clean-up.
or help move
(270)293-9086
YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable,
reliable, gutters, mulch
shrubs trimmed, hauing. 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sidewalks, dnveways, parking lots, etc
293-7063. 293-7022

OIECor OUT OUR

Swe
Sicriav
rAff
YARD

CZASS/F/EQ9.
M ROEFR77S1 110M1/ VS
04a 4/41 OR 4949IY

(2.201 753-/9/6

iikER&TIMES

Free
Pallets
Loading
Dock of
Murray
Ledger
& Times
First Come First Serve
Please No
Phone Calls

Pool Table Guy.
20 Years Everence
Pool Tables Bought See,
Serviced and Moved
731-819-4655

ProLawn
Lawn Care

°dot' the house Etit
beiore ry go , 1afmdce
a srlok phone col and
ior 'Vacation Pas'
That way you won't
miss a sin4e Bing

PURCHASE
AREA PAVING

•CDL-A Drivers Our
Freight needs you,
Over The Road Flatbed
& Dry Van Professional
Equipment. High miles.
Good driving record
required We accept
your long form and
medical card Western
Express Call Bo 888801-5295
-Class-A Dnvers: ACT
Now HIRING, OTR
Runs,
Great
pay.
Hometime. Stay in
Midwest.
Solid
Company w/ Proven
experience. Ask about
our lease purchase program. 877-584-7240
.DriverCOMPANY
Experienced OTR drivers
and
Teams.
Consistent
Miles,
Excellent
Health
Benefits 6 mo. OTR
exp. & Current CDL.
8 8 8 - 4 6 3 - 3 96 2
vinvw.usatruck lobs eoe
nVI/h/v
•Dnvers- CDL-A. Up to
41CPM More Miles,
Fewer
Layovers,
$1,000 Sign on bonus.
Full
benefits
No
felonies. OTR exp
Required. Lease purchase available. 800441-4271 rKY-100
-DriversFOOD
TANKER
DRIVERS
NEEDED. OTR postlions available NOW,
CDL-A
Tanker
w/
REGD. Outstanding
pay & Benefits, Call a
recruiter today! 877484-3061 www.oakieytransport.com
-Flatbed, Company &
0/0 drivers needed.
0/0 must have own
trailer, Company drivers
can make from 24%27%. With excellent
benefits. Home weekends. Call M-F 8am4pm. 800-525-1383 ext.
106 wvne.tlexpress.com
•Mesilla
Valley
Transportation
NEW
DRIVER PROGRAMS7 to 10 Days out- Solo,
Teams & Casual- Extra
pay/ Dedicated- 48
states. 3750 Stewarls
Lane 888-637-4552 or
Apply online at YAM.M v corn 2 years minimum OTR required.

.OTR Drivers Needed.
Reefer,
Tanker
&
Flatbed
positions
Student CDL Training
available. Financially
sound growing carrier.
All levels of expenence
welcome to apply 1800 - 2 77 - 02 1 2
wyee.pnmeinc.corn

When you MTe back,
catch up an Ga.dield,
rue cly counal, kite,
to the edior,'he
obivar les acid each-ids
Wel del;ye( you"%cotion Pak'
*lien you cabin
3

Licensed &
• Insured

(270) 293-1924

•BIH
Trucking
Company.
Driver
Trainees Needed, No
CDL- NO PROBLEM!
Earn up to $900/ week.
Company
endorsed
CDL Training. Job
assistance. Financial
assistance 888-7805539

Dont Stop Your
Paper, Well
SRUC it For You
eva-ybody on& to gel

100"4/6' FOR
&WNW?

-APPROVED
FREE
STATE WIA FUNDED
CLASS-A CDL TRAINING You may qualify if
Dislocated Worker. Laid
on
Collecting
Unemployment
Or
exhausted
benefits
Background must meet
hiring Requirements of
OTR
Trucking
Companies
TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
866-244-3644

Going on
Vacation?

It's that tribe ei ye3r, and

3823 WISWELL RD.
Brick, 2,400 sf. 2 car garage on 3 wooded ac
38R 2BA with new ha units, kit appl & roof
Lg detached oarageirec bldg 4m from Murray
Call 12701 994-0862 for Appt.
$239,000

HELP WANTED

1- !1'FT
,
'

Learn to fly

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUCTIONS
•Jtori: Rtit.mt31•A.'
epeytot
.-4 hour emergency service rilacerised

1%1%11
.
42. Sitaftiiittilig'

CHURCH

N. 12TH ST.

Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

I h.pltiv I Iour. s thr 330
Call us we will be
glad to help.

ST. LEO

ATURDAY

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

• Pick-up or Delivery

753-9562
We Bay iliouses:
lransediate
Debt 6teliel1
Selling no Bowe?
le fkierelosure'l
Local Horne Buyers
Cen MeV}
No Coat Tr. You
No Equity 01(

ROOFING

99 Dodge Dakota ext
cab, new tires, $2,900
270-436-6124

11%11 X11111.1‘1,411'1

1UMMAGE
SALE

MUST SELL. 2001
Rav4, local car, great
condition, $9.500 Call
'53-0913

Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available.
For more information and your entire auction needs contact:

40VING SALE

2 Lafollette Ave

r

PERSONAL PROPERTY:
Frost free refrigerator- Automatic Washer & Dryer- chest
freezer- 4 drawer chest and twin bed- straight chair old
lamp tables & step lamp tables- metal chest- sofa & chairquilts & blankets- free standing shelves- old wicker rockerother odd chairs- hand painted lamps & hanging lampsframed pictures under glass- glass dining table wood
magazine rack- bed sheets & blankets- round wall mirrorfull size bed mattress & springs- old glass & china pots &
pans- small kitchen appliances- Porcelain items flatwaregoofus glass mantle vase- other mantle vases Lance cookie
jar- dolls- etched water glasses- luggag cast iron tea kettlefooted dutch oven with lid- metal minnow bucket- folding
chairs- lawn fumiture- golf clubs piano music- carpenter
tools- hand & yard tools- lawn mower- card tables- hand
saw- pressure spray- lot of items not listed.

II

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

i
alUelly %Wm

REAL ESTATE: 3BR, 2 Bath, Living Room, Kitchen,
Dining Room, Utility Room, Central Heat and Air, Paved
Driveway. Garage on large lot. Terms: 15% down of
purchase pnce day of auction. Balance in 30 days with
possession. Any house built prior to 1978 could contain
lead based paint. Please make your inspections prior to
the auction.

DAN MILLER (270)435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATES
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER AUCTIONEER
www.danmillerauctioneer.com

Thursda. Xpril 22, 2010 • 13
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Vacation Pak."

*Paving •
-Seal Coating
.Gravel Hauling
•Backhoe Work

'MR&
_
TMIN

(270)293-2804

W}o-uteD Ave., Murray, KY

CLASSIFIEDS

14 • !Impetus. April 22. 2010

?MI

1.crlecr It I lows
Murrey I

I

Horoscope

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers it.
BOUrClif reliable, but

inaccuracies do mew
Feistier') using Mo.
inloiman011 do Bo at
item own risk Although

parson' and compsores mention•d herein
.ce believed to be reppantile. The Murray
edger it Times. not
,tny (il its empioyees
accota any responsibility whatsoever for their
iv:twines

by Jacqueline Blear
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IIIR1111.1A1
for
I. ride', Spell 23. 2010:
have many onto'
You could opt Its a
hi Mk` based talsIlleSs di go into a
profession that you really love
A mentor often inspires yi
T 111111111M%
les. Mt (*hatless
makes the wot'id yt4ii oystet lie
star of sow goals It you time sot
)omptiki% r .11111‘ tititu
s Mid he all you sue It you ate
attached. with a little nurturing.
the tomantis dames could stall
hipizmy again VIRGO reveals a
dit terent side

'the Stars Show the Kind of
Photo provided
Day You'll Have: 5 Dynamic. Pictured, front row,
from left: Erin Carrico; Jayne Crisp; Yvette Pyle, Lisa Cope, Lisa Clinton,
4 Positive; 3-Average, 2 So spi,
Heidi Shultz and Jane Shoemaker, back row, from left: Greg DeLancey; Roger Reichmuth, Bill
I -Difficult
Marcum, Darren Jones, Brenda Rowland, Warren Edminster and Matt Martin Readers not
pictured are Jason Baker, Tyler Brockman. Judy Denton and Mark Morgan
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** I della on coming up with
viable answers during a brainstorming session You gain
Insight into a friend jut of the
blue In the pm. think "Friday'
Someone could keep calling or
dropping in, interfering with your
thought
process
Tonight:
Wander home. maybe visit with a
Special to the Lodger
Intlepcutlent Schools. explained tlat I he students envoy leatliny
friend
Cracker Barrel Old Country that the Rotarians would Ilia with these special yr duntects at
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Pressure builds on the Store(k) has rierieluceit a literacy only he sharing time and provid
our HIS kin' Readel Center. alld
ing cut emoyable learning tope
home front Not until you say program with a goal of provid
e tend 11111 sIlleelesl appreci"enough" -• at least to yourself i• mg schools with Cracker Barrel
lefICe
for
students
in ation to the Rotary Club fin part will you complete your work. A double rockers and books that Kindergarten through third
net tog with us in this venture."
friend could be quirky and
are age-appropriate Murray grade. hut also they would he
Started no schoiil year
change plans back and forth. A
illoVIding ii role model for the
200/4/2.009, mine than 16,40(t
boss appreciates your efIorts Elementary School was the first elementary students
by
demon
school in Kentucky io receive a
Tonight Playtime'
hoots of reading by voltinteets
grant fnmi Cracker Barrel to set striding that helping others is it were II igged the first year. In its
GEMINI(May 21-Juni 20)
**** In the morning, ask for lip a Rockin' Reader Ptograin. pan of what citizens do.
Janet Caldwell, principal of second year. the Rocket* Reader
what you want clearly and direct- I aghteen
Rotarians arc
Murray Elementary School, Program has 225 partnership
ly. Hedging simply isn't going to
velunteering their ii toe this
cut it In the afternoon, even if it
said. "We appreciate all of the schools in the 21)iliacs partici
semester
to read one-ort-one or
is Friday. you want to pull back
members of the Rotary Club paling I alio KIVIMICky schools
and do some thinking II you're at to a class at Murray Elementary who have volunteered to read ate
his ated
in
Danville.
work, you might be grasping the School
with out students this year. We Georgetown,
liender son,
enormity of a project Tonight.
Iii trill iii
volumes., readers: try io provide as many opportu- Madisonville. Richmond, and
Photo by Lindsey Hays Happiest at home.
Jean
Bennett. Community nities as possible for our stuha- more Wiortnation
HELPING OUT: Dillon Jackson, son of Thomas and Brittany CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Education director fin Murray dents to read with someone each visit: www.rockintrader.org,
.1ackson, poses for an "Outdoor Photo" for Lindsey Hays' ** Curb overindulgence Take a
deep breath and identify what
Murray State photography class
you want Communication will
excel II you are able to identify
with others Allow someone who
needs control to have it, for
everyone's sake Tonight. Hang
with friends
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You are on cruise control Someone isn't seeing a situation the same way as you do
Could this difference be a problem? In the afternoon, dig into
work Tonight Your treat
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Though you might be out
of kilter with the world in the a.m.,
by the afternoon. you feel
empowered. Don't allow an
associate or co-worker to distort
your idea You might need to
simplify your language Confirm
that everyone is on the same
page Tonight Do what you think
•
is best to start the weekend.
4444
!
A.•
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Dedicate the morning to a
Photo pm Widai
key issue Your ability to zero in POKER RUN: The Relay For Life Team of McKinney Insurance Services hosted the sixth
on what you want allows for annual Cruisin For A Cure Motorcycle Rally on April 17 at the Weeks Community
Center The
more success in the afternoon, 95-mile ride was taken by 168 local
motorcyclists and $4,502 50 was raised to support finding
you need some quiet time to center and make decisions Tonight. a cure for cancer
Let your mind wander, even if
you don't feel like following'
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Accept your role In a
project as you cannot change it
NASHVILLE. Tenn IAPI
Understand that others push you
year for "Lay 'km Down "
and white knee length thess ram a
into the role of being the front For Casting Crowns, the Lord
The Possum Kingdom, S C.. long, red number shot ii; raci
person A meeting could be more giveth and the laral takera
away.
rock quartet, led by Inothers Bear winning female vosaltid and
Photo provided
than you realize,
HONORED: Sara Ann Bazzell received the Commonwealth important
Shortly after having its five-year and Ho Rinehart. snapped Casting het "Beauratil. Beautiful
whether it's in your personal or
Award at the 4-H Achievement Banquet recently. This is the professional life is yet to be winning streak as group of the Crowns' run in the group category,
Ty,ii of chimfaff arid gospel
highest honor you can receive and winners must participate in determined Tonight Where your year snapped at the 4Ist annual catching the audience by surprise. music's longest-naming acts .11s..
at least 20 activities in 3 different categories. She is very active friends are
Dove Awards on Wednesday. the
A host of acts took Iwo awards, sang new material. ReBe and
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) top-sellin
in her 4-H Club and in the community.
g Christian supergroup including Brandon Heath, who ('eCe Winans sang their sole'
***** Gain understanding as
to why a boss or older relative won the night's biggest award, the won male vocalist of the year for "Grace" :mil Amy Grant pl.,
feels so strongly What is clear Is fan-voted artist of the year.
the second consecutive time. "Better Than A Hallelujah."
that you will be carrying that
Please Join Us For The 17th Annual
"To me it's extra spec al because Francesca Battistelli snapped
A couple of collaborations
sword for them, like it or not. You the fans were voting."
("sating Natalie Grant's four-year run as turned up the volume. Former
might be surprised by what hapKorn guitarist Brian "Head"
pens in that case Tonight A (towns leader Mark Hall said. "It female vocalist of the year.
Wally WaS11.1 anywhere on our
I.ate-bloorner Jennie I.ee Riddle WeICII Milled modern rock hand
must appearance
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) radar
also won two Doves, including Red fix a flaming rendition of the
**** A partner lets you know
Producer and songwriter Jason songwriter of the year She told medley "Tight Inside"/"Deeth of
exactly what he or she thinks.
Finances could be invoived in a Ingram was the night's Mg winner reporters she spent many years Me," which brought hall the
raising her four children before crowd to its feet and left the othet
semi-reluctance
to
follow with four awards.
Ingram and Rusty Varenkamp she began to lay pen to paper
through Distance yourself from
half stunned. and 1)iivid Crowilet
this matter, for today In time, you W011 producer of the year for their
"I spent my youth raising my Wined Mot y Me on another reed
will find a suitable arrangement work on Tenth Avenue North's
babies," she said. "It's post :omit/
ley, "All ol Creation"/"How lie
Tonight Turn into a party animal
"Over And t Inderneath" and ing Gixl has me here at this late I.oves."
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Others might not be Ingram was part of the songwrit- date."
Casting Crimes was pelted on
responding as quickly as you ing team that won song of the year
Sidewalk Prophets waged a stage by a children's choir, which
would like The real bottom line is for the hand's "By Your Side." He grassroots campaign on the
way to shouted through small plastic
that they have many other matters on their mind. A conversation Asti gets a trophy' for being a pro- winning the awards* other fan- megaphones at the end ol "Until
later in the day reminds someone ducer on that song. lie also was a voted category, new artist of the The Whole World Hears."
exactly what you expect and co writer on Beho Norman's year
It eas a feting rnatchup.
where you are coming from. rasps it
song ml the year.
The band has logged 3I ,(X111
Despite Its widespread success
Tonight Why not add some 'The Only Hope.miles ut a touring van so tar this
the hand's four albums have
romance to your life?
Inpram told the story backstage year and aren't tibial! tii stop
sold more than 5 million copies
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Get an early start on ol the first time he met members
"The coolest thing is we get to and they're one ol the top touring
paperwork or any matters that of 'tenth Avenue North. the 2009 go to Disney World in live days acts
Casting Crowns remains
demand your complete attention best new artist winner
and I'm stoked about that." Dave rooted in the youth ministry that
Others will meander in this after"They WM10 pursumg music," Frey said. "So I can truly say,'I'm spawned it. All seven members
noon. wanting your time and
Obion County Fairgrounds
attention. You will want to net- he said. 'They were pursuing God going to Disney Worldrwork with young people and their
work Free up as much time as and MUSIC was just their medium."
There were several inspiring parents and 1111111 touring to
1711 E. Church St., Union City, TN
possible Tonight In the social
Perhaps in a show of how pertorniances during the show, Thursday through Saturday..
Located 2 Blocks East of Miles Avenue
whirl of life
diverse Christian and gospel which was taped and will air
There's hide question they:
Muse has become, no act won Sunday tel GM('
Cial Id fill thiise isther lour days up
BORN TODAY
Filmmaker
Grant, who co-hosted the show with concerts. Casting L'rowns'
Michael
Moore more than lour.
(1954), comedian George Loper
NEEDTOBREATHE
earned with MercyMes Ban Millard, message is rooted in the Bible, fla(1961)
three Doves for group of the year, opened the show with a duct Of vored with rock 'n* roll and delivJacqueline Blgar Is on the rock/contemporary album of the "Human" with "American Idol" ered with an earnestness that
Internet at wwwlacquellnebl- year for "The Outsiders" and winner Jordin Sparks liontistelli clearly connects with its audience.
gar.com.
rock/contemporary song of the made a quick change front a black
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Casting Crowns wins artist of year at Dove Awards

2010 SPRING
HERITAGE DAYS
FOLK FESTIVAL
9 A.M. - 3 P.M.
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Comics FEAn
Cleaning their plates could
be hazardous to kids' health

Murray Ledger & lime.'

Looking Back
In yearn ago
Gary Mullins, hand dire( lot
of Calloway 'minty St hook, was
selected as "Music Teacher of
the 1•88/ 2000 St linol Year" by
the hod Disirict of the Ken
fur kv Music As,.), moon
Publoched is .1 pit lure
Ilnited Males
IA Whit
field talking to a glom, of farm
.,et.' ilfl the Suitabetiiiiin liiuii
Itelil Lynn (hose to disc ii'.' two
pieces id legislation he is pro
posing to help me,' it ihart
Cr.' Itie [di a.. was hy Staff Pito
•;tographer Her Haiti K ant: 20 years ago
•: Calloway County Iligh School
and Calloway Courtly Middle
School Bands received .cuperior
ratings at the Kentucky MiranEducator% Astualillioni spawned
. concert band lemival at radix
all Directors of the hand.' are
Fred Ashby and Guy Mullins
Puhltshed is a list oh names
&ass ti 10 serve for lury duty in
Calloway County Circuit Coon
on April 10
It
Foe% of Children'%
Health & Mental Protection Inc
oh Murray was hhi- gueid speak
et at ii meeting of the Ilitzel
Wtttttan's Club
Borhs repotted inc luile 41 boy
to Penny and Michael Stewart.
April le
30 year,. ago
Mitt Wilson was named as
Secretary of the Year and Joe
Dick. local hanker, was mimed
as Boa.' of the Year by the Murray t'hapier if National Seerylade.' Aillsta11111011 at the ninth
, annual executive night banquet
, Wilson i% secretary to It I. Coop.
et. administrator of Calloway
County and Marahall County
Health Center Martha Layne
Colima, lieutenant governor III
Kentucky, was the guest speak
e
Published ts a picture of Sarah
Duncan, deputy city clerk. selling a vehicle city .'ticker to Sue
[looser at the Murray City Hall.
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Dear

Today in Illstory
By 'Ilw Associated Press
today is Thursday, April 22.
the 112th day of 2010. 'there are
251 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in !balmy
(hi April 22, 1470. million, id
Artietieuns concerned shout the
ens in nuncio observed the first
"hull% 1/ay"
on this date
In 1864, Congress ataliorned
ille Use of the phrase In God
We Tont" on 11.5 coin.
In IMMO. the Oklahoma Land
thousand.
RtiLi hewn' al wain
II3 A 13'Sf

IL

IVI( m00% IS
bot4E MOM
At-JO WE
CIAASE0 II
11-1E
bRosIT Wog

til homesteader.' staked claims
In !NYS, Congress authorized
creation of the 1st II S Volunteer
Cavalry. il1s0 known as the "Rough
Riders "
In 1964, Ptesulent Lyndon Ii
Johnson opened the New York
Woild's Fair
In 1990, pro-Iranian kidnap.
per.' in teherital 'Heed American
hostage Robert Polhill after near.
ly
months of i.•aprivity
In 1994, Richard M Nixon,
the 4711) president if the United
Slates, died at a New York ho.'

pital four days after suffering a
stroke; he was NI
'Ten year. ago: In a dramatic
pre-down raid, armed immigration
agents sewed Hum (Mimic/ from
his relative. home in Miami. !Iran
was reunited with his father at
Andress. Air Force Base near
Washington
Mize year.' ago /acarias Mousmaoui pleaded guilty in a federal
courtnnim 'outside Washington,
D 1. to conspiring with the September 1huh hijackers to kill Amer

- 013
144141AiE
DISAPPOINT
,AUSC?ft MOUSETPAP AN4LUAY IN
CASE 'MERE As
mosix TIAN ONE

go,UT

a part of the everyday routine. - DIETITIAN IN GARDNER, MASS
DEAR D1ETITAAN: Thank
you for enlightening me regarding the obesity epidemic A
number of other
readers
weighed in on the topic with
interesting insight.' Read on DEAR ABBY: I was raised
by parents who forced me to
"clean my plate or else." They
were the one.' who fixed my
plate or der Ord what to order
Us kids III restaurants Eating
became a negative experience
as I Was growing up.
It wasn't until I got court
.'cling prior to my gastric bypass
surgery that I learned to stop
eating when 1 was full instead
of feeling guilty unless I
cleaned my plate In counseling, I was told it was OK to
leave food on my plate
but
by then I weighed 400 pound.'
Its better to teach children
to eat at mealtime. be responsible when it comes to snacking and "listen to your body"
when it says, 'Inn full." -HAPPY WITH MY WEIGHT
NOW
DEAR ABBY: As a family and consumer aciences educator, one of the courses I
teach in child development is
'division of responsibility.'
This means it's the parents'
responsibility to offer nutritious food choices to their children, and the children's responsibility to decide how much
to eat.
By forcing children to "clean
their plate," we are overriding
the natural programming they
are born with that tells them
when they are full and to stop
eating. When we teach children to eat past natural satiation, obesity is the natural consequence. •LAURA IN
MOSCOW. IDAHO
DEAR ABBY: We have one
child with severe food allergies and two others who have
ADD and emotional issues.
Their medications decrease
their appetite,. which makes
it difficuh for them to gain
weight and grow. We may be
the parents "Milwaukee Grandma" is referring to as we urge
our children to eat more
There are many children out
there with medical challenges
that make getting enough nutrients difficult. Other illnesses
require some kids to consume
a certain number of calories.
For Some, being in the "Clean
Plate Club" is critical to their
health and well-being. -- MOM
TO 4 SKINNY KIDS

W01
,141

\wards

gill dies% into a
.'horny it
(-alio and sang
Waal
In and gospel
ming acts also
il. Retie and
ig then song
Grant played
kluali
collaborations
lumc. Former
Irian "Headrrn rock hand
endition of the
de-/"Death of
ight hall the
left the other
)avid Crowder
'another me&
on-/"Ilow Ile

40 years ago
Murray Slate I nt versay Hoard
oh Resew, duthoriihed the sale
DEAR ABBY: 'Milwaukee
III $10 5 million in revenue bonds
Grandma" (Feb. 161 wait
and $2 million in bond% for rain
"appalled to we the number
pu% comma. lion proirct% Two
of adults who forced their chi!
!less board members are II Glenn
siren to eat" in restaurants
Doran of Murray aid Barry Lee
"Grandma" is ahsolutdly right.
Witted'rid 01 Frankfort
Children will eat when hunMt and Mrs Carman Outgry .ti”I stop when they have
land will he married for
years
had enough.
April 24
The old sayBirths reported include a boy
to Mr and Mt.' Mark Reinich
ing "Clean
and a boy to Mr and Mrs lowph
it plate"
W her, April 17. and a boy to
is contribut
Mi and Mrs Gary Vault March
ing to the
to
obe‘ity ept
50 yearn ago
demic. Chil
Lamb has been
dren
are
mimed a% new manager tif Farmborn
with
ers Gram & Storage Company.
Abby the ability to
according to Herman Elba, one
self-regulate
of the ownera.
their
By Abigail
food
Recent hull% reported at MurVan Buren
intake.
ray ifoontal include a boy to
Mr and Mrs Janie.' I Andrlis,
Notice how
many babies move their heads
a boy to Mr and Mi.' Louis
Darnell. a boy to Mr and Mrs
away from the bottle of breast
Ronald Litchlield, a girl to Mr
when they are full.
and Mrs Keine Hook.. a girl
Eating out is expensive, and
to Mt and Mrs !Await] Dowdy
restaurants tend to serve por
Jr and a boy to Mr and Mrs
tions that are larger than necBrent McNutt
essary for a child's small shorn
Rev I Max Sykes is seiv
ach. Instead of forcing the
Mg a% pastor oh Lynn Grove and
child to finish. parents should
Goshen Mefht'dist Churches
take half the dinner home for
60 year.' ago
a later time.
Murray Postmaster Harry I
The obesity epidemic is
Sledd announced that beginning
based on many factors. includApril 24 that the maing, and paring excessive meal portions,
cel post window will he open
from M iitii ill ft p in, Monday
decreased physical activity,
through Friday. and will be open
abundance of junk food, and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on Satlack of available and affordurday.
able healthy food% in some areas
Elected as officers of the Murof the country - - to name a
ray Training School Unit of Parfew
ent 'teacher Association were
Parents can make a differMrs Vernon Anderson, president;
ence by involving their chilMiss Lonye Sutter, vice prexidren in the chopping for and
dent; Mr.' W11 Brooks. secrepreparation of meals, eating as
tary; Mr.' Ralph Ray, treasurer.
a family with the TV shut off
and Mr.' Vandal! Wrather, coneand making activity fun and
vondin g secretary

Dear Abby ix written by
Abigail Van Buren, alio
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Gait abnormality needs to
be addressed
DEAR R.lArr-r: I have heel,
having balance pro Orleans lit almost
• year I've seen an ear doctor
for possible vertigo, a c
gist hit possible heart/circulation
problem, and
genet al
prat intone(
with my ton
ems I Ince
io hold tin
ilie wall Ito
turn around
when I take a
shower and
always feel
pressure at the
Dr. Gott
base 01 my
neck I tend
By
!eel toll hal
Dr. Peter Gott
ante
even
when walking I have no tithe,
sensation when I'm sitting, and I
sleep quite well
Please help whit at least a sug
grown, because I have had no
diagnosis irom any of the live
doc-tors I've seen I even saw a
neutologra who only suggested
physical therapy I'm hoping hot
a response
DEAR READER: It's unit' lot
a secnnd - or sixth
opinion
Sontething is hying missed, and
1 am concerned about the complaint of constant pressure al the
base of your neck,
l'here are a number of hal
ince disorders that can he caused
by a variety of medical condi
lions Commonly, the first dunsoderation is the inner ear and
Mentere's disease, followed by hut
not in any specific order hematorna
from a fall, brain
poor
vision, advanced age and niedication-induced problems Norntal
balance requires three systems
working in harmony
visuah.
somatosemory and vestibular
When one fails to function prop
erly, balance can he dramatically

affected
Mentere's Is an inner eat ahrotot
ruuiliiy ti•soa tared oN1111 1111141 vol
lianees II presents with
acille ollinness. Iloe
ill11111 utt
pain III pfl,41111. in Ilic ill, t tett
ear, Minims, roaring %minds and
floc maw ins in the ahility to hear
If this %VIC tilt. I iis,- Ii N like
I'.
.411•
1,4 $111i1 lw attest
ed. a 'claw cl% stiatelitloissard
sign
ifii 1,1111.• .III• .11,111,f
Mill Masses caUsilip itiiuiirii,iIssittp
toms until they gloss large enough
to affect neurological lima boning
I must state that nool all tumor,
are canceious N
nous hemp,
growths silt 11 as a lititiltimus.
scliWinintoilitis and at o itislis lieu
planar aii Ot I. III, pi l'S(.111 Ing Willi
Ili, oil halance, olt//iness, dootihlt.
V P,1011 uiud iuuiimt I hagnosis is
commonly Made if, '(ugh C MR1
in cerebral anglography od the
affected treit the good news is
that 431..011011s advances have been
made in recent years and Ilinuns
Ifiat Were o once inooperahle are noss,
sin cessitilly removed
Medications such as serialists
antihistamines, tranquilizers. anti
drugs and those for hyper
tension catty the potential fin
causing dizziness and balance prob
louts If you are on any til thew
drugs, peak wait the prescrihiny
physielail too determine ss limber
they oathl
ctrusing your hal
Alice prithlellis 1)141 yolir physi
cian in physician% add one more
to the package about a year agii
when your symptoms first began'
Keep in inind Ihal %11/11., drugs interact unrasinahis with others, so
perhaps a combination of drugs
is II) blame
( affeine, alci 11101 Mill 1111hacCI,
pilAUCh can also he ct mut butor•
It you indulge in these products,
consider a trial of elimination it
cutting hack.

Contract Bridge
You Don't Need a Slide Rule
West deslei
hearts pn ,c, to be dis Wed 4 2
North-South claneralo,
I kclarer goes down MC 101InS 11%.,,,
NORI II
ClUhs and a Ityart
•A 7
rhe flaw in this method of plat is
•K 6
that a does not allow for the possibil.
•41
ay that West might lune heel% dealt
•.1 In 76 1
the singleton or doulacton ten of
WEST
1.AS I
hearts thus possibility is certainly
•KQJ 104
•'7 h 1
Ian Irom remote and therefore should
•10 4
4,1) a 7 2
not he ignored
•10 5 1
•7 4
Pleasing to take a heart never
10AQII
4•K•5 - •
rely 4:correct. hum Meisel% when
SOUTH
• it should he a matter °tempo!
•
c cm 1he proper time is at trick
•A.1 141
Mo
that is tminethately alter
•AK0.162
winning thy spade lead with
+42
shimmy's ace
The bidding
Marne the effect of leading a
Weal
North kesi
los% heart to the itick at trick 15511 I hi
South
1•
Pass
2•
Dille
hack wins, and, ilk-r Massing trumps.
1•
4+
Pam
4•
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Mare's offspring
Lhasa —
Galleon cargo
Bone below the
elbow
13 Cave dwellers
14 Flightless bird
15 Airhead
16 Fragrant flower
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20 Farewell
21 Always, to the
bard
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not
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23 Piqued
26 Wins over
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31 Cloudy
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40 Sandal part
43 Cutting short
47 Gets together
again
49 Churchill successor
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52 'Betsy's
Wedding" star
53 Pale gray
54 Roach and
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55 Kind of pilot
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1 Cartoon hunter
surname
2 Mixed bag
3 Diligent insects
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5 Loathe
6 Forks over
7 RR terminal
8 Prized statuettes
9 Former science
magazine
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regular
22 Rifle range
command
23 Well-chosen
24 Recent (pref )
25 Safari animal
26 Burrow
27 Leader of Me
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28 Where the lion
roars
29 Flog's abode
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material
34 O'Neal of films
35 Bratty
36 Cause a blister
37 Optimistic
39 Military bases
40 Tijuana Ms
41 Decades
42 "Ask Dr --"
43 Steeple feature
44 Groundless
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Beatty
46 Tiny fly
48 Pablo'. 1(01
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